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FOREWORD BY THE SECRETARY.GENERAL

The attached study rdas prepared by a group of expert,s appointed bythe secretary-General pursuutrt lo General Assembly resolution 33/9L r of16 December 1978, forlowing a decision by the General Assembry at its tenth specialsession, contained in paragraph 97 of its Final Document (resolution 5-10,/2).

-The study deals with a very complex subject. llhe experts point oug in theirconclusions t'hat the relationship between dilarmamenL and international securitylies at the very root of the problem of how to find ways by which states canachieve. security without engaging in an arms race which nerely resurts in greaterinsecurity for all.

Therefore, from its outset', the study calls at,tention to the imrnense dangersand detrimental effects of the arms race. rt analyses the connexion between
disarmament and international security and provides nany useful insights. rtstresses that efforts towards disarmament and towards sirengthening ofinternational security can and must reinforce each other, so as to promote progressin both fields.

The secretary-creneral wishes to thank the experts for their study, whichcontributes significantly to a more comprehensive understanding of this sensitivearea of international relations.

rt should be noted that the observations and recommendations contained t,hereinare those of the experts. rn this connexion, the Secretary-General would like topoint out that in the complex field of disarmament matters, in many instances he isnot in a position to pass judgement on all aspects of the work accomplished byexper ts.
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LETTER OF TRANSMITTAT

6 November 1981

Sir '
I have the honour to submit herewith the study of the Group of Experts on the

Relationship between Disarmament and International Security which you appointed
pursuant to General Assembly resolution 33/9I I of 16 December 1978'

The consultant exPerts appointed in accordance with the resolution were the
following:

Mr. MrHamed Achache
Director, United Nations Affairs, Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Algeria

Mr. EvghenY Alexandrov
Uinistei ptenipotentiary, Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Bulgaria

Dr. teopoldo Benites
Ambassador, Doctor Honoris Causae in Law, Member of the Consultative Board

on Foreign Affairs, Ecuador

Dr. Evgheny Bougrov
Doctor of Economic Sciences, Ilrstitute of World Economy and International
Relationsr USSR Academy of Sciences' Union of Soviet Socialist Republics

Dr. Betty G. LalI
Doctor of Political science, Member of Faculty, New York state school of
Industrial and Labour Relations, cornell university' united states of
America

LA. Jorge MoreIIi
secretary-GeneraI of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Peru

Mr. Janus A. v'l . Paludan
Ambassador of Denmark to Iceland

Dr. Carlos P. Romulo
Minister for Foreign Affairs, Philippines

Mr. Zenon Rossides
Anbassador, Special Adviser, Permanent Ivlission of Cyprus to bhe Uniteci
Nations' New York

His Excellency Mr. Kurt Waloheirn
Secretary-General of the United Nations
New York
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IvIr. Winston ?ubman
Ambassa<ior, Special Adviser on International Law and organizations,Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Liberia

The study was prepared between June 1979 ano Novenrber L9gl. Duringthat period nine sessions were held at the following places and dates:
Geneva' 5 to 8 June 1979i New York, 3 to 14 December LgTgi New york, 2g April to9 May 1980i Vienna, 28 July to 8 August 1980; New york, g to 19 December l9g0;Geneva' 30 l4arch to r0 April lggr; Geneva, 29 June to 17 Jury 1981; New york,
17 to 28 August 1981i and New York 2 to 6 November I98I. At some of thesesessions' the experts met as a working group, under the chairmanship ofl,[rs. Bet,ty G. LaII.

The members of the Group wish to express their gratitude for the assistancewhich they received from members of the united Nations centre for Disarmament, inparticularr Mr. Jan MHrtenson, Assistant secretary-Generar, who was therepresentative of the Secretary-General to the Group, as well as to Mr. Liviu Bota,
who served as secretary of the Group. and his successor, I{r. prvoslav Davinii aswerl as to Ms' Anupa Ganguli also of the united Nations centre for Disarmament.
They wish arso to convey their thanks to Mr. william Epstein of carlton university,ottawa, and t"tr. Alessandro corraciini, consultant to the united Nations centre forDisarmamentr whor in turn, acted as consultants in connexion with this study.

The experts also wish to put on record their appreciation for thecontribution to their work by the forlowing advisers to individuar experts:Mr' Gregory Berdennikov (adviser to Dr. Evgheny v. Bougrov)? Mr. Anders Boserup(adviser to Ambassador Janus A. w. Paludani I ai,b.""ador Arthur Larr (adviserto Dr. Betty G. Lall)? Mr. charles Guettel and Mr. Titus podea (advisersto Ambassador zenon Rossides); and Ms. Amada segarra (adviser toAnbassador Leopoldo Benites) .

r have been.requested by the Group of Experts, as its chairman, to submit thisstudy to you on its behalf.

(Signed) Carlos p. ROMULO

Chairman of the Group of Experts
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INTRODUCTION

I. Convinced that the relationship between international peace and security
to disarmament is a close one and that a cietermination of this relationship
can promote peacer security and disarmarnent, the General Assembly, by 1ts
resolution 32/87 C of L2 December Lg77, reguested the Secretary-General to
initiateastudi/ontheinterrelationshipbetweendisarmamentandinternational
security. IL further reguested the secretary-General to sutxnit a Progress report
thereon to the General Assernbly at its first special session clevoted to disarmanent
(tenth special session) in 1978. ltte Secretary-General submitted that report
(Py'S-L|/1 ) on 23 l4aY 1978.

2. In the Final Document of the Tenth Special Session, the General Assembly

decided that "the Secretary-@neral shall, with the assistance of consultant
expert,s aptrninted by him, continue the study on the interrelationship between

disarmament and international security ...u (General Assenbly resoluLion s-L0/2t
para. 97).

3. subsequently, at its thirty-third regular session, in 1978, the General

Assembly requested the secretary-General to expedite action for the continuation of
the study *ittt " view to submitting a progress report to the Assembly at
its thirty-fourth session and the finat rePort at its thirty-fifth session
(resolution 33,/91 I) .

4. At its thirty-fourth session, the General Assenbly adopted resolution 34/83 A'

by which it took note of the progress report of the Secretary-General (A/34/465 ana

Corr.1)r containing, inter alia, an outline of the study on the relationship
between disarmanent and international security'

5. At the thirty-fifth session, in 1980, the General Assembly adopted

resolution 35/L56 E by which it took note of a report of the secretary-General
(N35/4g61 r to which was annexed a letter from the chairman of the Group of Experts
on the Relationship between Disarmament and International security, inforning the

Secretary-General that, owing to the vast area to be covered and the complexity and

sensitivity of the issues involved, the Group would need more time to complete its
work. Consequentlyr. the General Assembly requested the Secretary-General to
continue the study and to submit the final report to the Assembly at its
thirty-sixth session.

6. Pursuant to resolution 35/156 E' the study was completed in the course

of 1981. It consists of seven chapters. Chapter I provides an examination of the
detrimental effects of the arms race on international security' Chapter II is
devoted to an analysis of the interrelationship between disarmanent and

international security ana chapter III deals with t'he process of disarmament anci

international security. In chapter IV, ddtente and international co-operation are

viewed as means of strengthening international security and promoting disarmament'

Chapter V analyses the relationship between specific disarmament measures' both

nuclear and non-nuclearr €lnd international security. Finally, in chapter VI,
attention is focused on the effectiveness of the United Nations system for the

maintenance of international peace and security and the interrelationship between
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disarmament and the implementation
chapter on conclusions.

of such a system. This is followed by the

CHAPTER I

THE DETRIMENTAL CONSEQUENCES OF THE ARMS RACE

A. General

7 ' War has brought death and destruction and untold suffering to the human race.rn t'he twentieth century it has acquired global dimensions and in the nuclear ageit t'hreatens the lives of hundreds of millions of people and, indeeci, g6;-;;;y-'
survivaL of hunran soclety.

8. The arms race involves, wirlingly or unwirringly, the miritarily anoeconomically most powerful states and the main political-military alliancesr dpctrindirectry, the whole worl-o, and has profounci poriticat, economic, social ancipsychological impacts on humanity. The intensive race to accumurate ever moresophisLicated and destructive weapons and the elaboration of rnethoos and means fortheir use affect in a most dangerous way every facet of internationar rerations andconstitute major obstacl-es to the esbablishnent of a system of int,ernationalrelations baseo on justice, equality, independence and co-operation.
9. Previous report by the Secretary-Generalr particularly the report on Economicand sociar consequences of the Arms e and of t"tilitary Expenditu-re r/ unFF-''Comprehensivestudyo',@92)havegivenavividpictureof
the immense scare of the current arms race, of the catastrophic destruction thatmodern weapons can cause and of the dereterious consequences of the arms race onlnEernatlonaL relations.

10' By 1980r world miticary expenditures hao grown to werr over gus 500 bittion rncurrent prices, as indicated in the annual report of the secretary-GenetaL. 2/Thirty years agor worrd military expenditures were only a fraction of this amount.

1l' rt is also est,imated that at present some 25 per cent of the worldrs researchand devel-opment personner is engaged in miritary-related pursu iEs. \/
L2' Currently, the nuclear-weapon States are believed to possess a totalof over 50'000 .ucrear weapons. 3/ rn 1950, there were probably not norethan 200 nuclear weapons. There are arso thousancis of vehicles in the possession

y United Nations publication, Sales No. E.7g.IX.t.

2/ Official Records of the General Assembly, Thirty-fifth Session,SupptEment

- 

stud@ (A/35/392) (united Narionspubrication, sffi.
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of those States capable of delivering nuclear \^teapons at distances of thousands of
kilometres with great accuracy. Efforts to develop new types and systems of
weapons of mass destruction continue unabated'

13. In a<jciition, States are currently developing, producing anci oeploying tens
of thousands of major conventional weapons. Many of these weapons are transferrecl
to countries in aII regrons of the worl<r. Six producing States account for
90 per cent of such transfer's. 4/

L4. For various reasons, the number of countries producing their own weapons is
increasing rapidly. By 1980, 55 count,ries produced major weapons' including
aircraft,, ar*oure-d vehictes, missiles and warships, and 24 of these were in the
ttthiro world". 5rl

15. The present arns race in all its manifestations hampers the achievement of
effective international security. The arms race engenders a climate in which

efforts to assure international security, especially the gysteln envisage<r in the
charter of the united Nations become exceedingly difficult. The growing scale and

momentum of the arms race constitute a main danger to peace and international
d6tente. The arms race not only creates a constant threat of war' and, above all'
of a general nuclear rirarr but it is at the same time a breeding ground for local
ldars. In additionr lhe rapid development of military technology hampers and

complicates the search for solutions Lo the problems of disarmament and of
international security. Before peace can become permanent and before comprehensive

disarmament can be realized, the arms race must be halted. Ending the arms race
with a view to achieving progress towards genuine ciisarmament and strengthening
international security is, thereforer a first priority for all the peoples of the
world.

16. The arms race is a derivation and manifestation, inter alia, oft policles
based on the use of force or the threat of the use of force in international
relationsi armaments policies of States which result in reactions in terms of
armaments by ottrer Stitesi policies aimed at superiority in military poweri

policies leading to the emergence of conflicts between States and to lack of
progress in the settlement of conflicts, parLicularly conflicts between major
*ifitury powersi policies aimed at detailed balancing of all the forces and

armaments of potential opponentsi policies of spheres of influencei profiting from

research, development and production of weapons anci military eguipmenti attempts
against the inalienable right to self-determination and i.noependence of peoples;
policies of apartheid and other forms of racial and ethnic discrimination or
domination; poficies of pressure or interference in the internal affairs of other
States to oppose or impoie political, economic and social changes; and efforts to
perpetuate injustices and inequalities in exisbing international economic relations'

tl United States Arms Control and Disarmament Agency' World }lilitarY
Expenditures and Arms Transfers, 1959-1978r (washingtonr D.c., December 1980) ,

pp. 8-9.

L/ SIPRI Yearbook 19 80 p. xrx.
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L7. While the arms race itself aggravates polj.cies and practices such as those
enumerated above, it isz however, difficult to envisage an encl to the arms race and
t'he achievement of substantial disarmament unless there are fundamental changes in
those policies, that is, a different att,itude to relations among States and peoples
with the aim of establishing new and improvecl relations among them.

18. There are frequent attempts to justify the arms race on grounds of national
security and national interest. Interpretation of "national security', ano ,'vital
national interests" in ways that condone the use or threat of the use of force
against the territorial integrity of other States, interference in their internal
affairs and the projection of national security int,erests to the territory of otherStates constitutes an alarming example of this. Another example is the use of this
interpretation to deny the right to self-determination and independence to peoples
under colonial and foreign domination.

19. An important element affecting the development of the arms race is the concept
of rrstrategic deterrence". 6,/ It refers to a situation in which nuclear attack is
deterred by the threat of a nuclear retaliatory strike, so that rhe use of nuclear
weapons becomes suicidal. The need to preserve the capability for such retaliation
is often used as a justification for improvements in the quality of weapons anci forincreases in their quantity beyond that which the concept itseli woulo Justify.Thus, parties are drawn into a posrtion of rnilitary competition and confront,at,ion,
continually increasing their nuclear arsenals instead of moving towards theelimination of nuclear weapons or, at least, towards a stance of 'rminimumdeterrence'r. Attempts t,o achieve or maintain superiority or to reach a balance ara higher level of armaments result in mititary instabitity and an endless and
massive arms racer dDd height,en insecurity.

20. One of the difficulties in halting the arms race is the slow pace of
disarmarnent negotiations as compared with the rapid momentum of the qualitative
improvement in weaponry. Despite nine multilateral treaties and a dozen bilateral
agreements between the United States of America and the Soviet Union in the fieldof disarmament within the last two ciecades, the arms race has not been curbed to
any substanlial degree. On the contrary, its tempo has accelerated in many
important, respects.

2L. Any type of weapon developeci by one state can be anci often is also developeo
or acquired by other States. As a result, military confrontation continues to riseto more dangerous Ievels, undermining the very purpose for which the new weapons
were said to be acquired: security.

22. Owing Lo the arms racer the scientific anci technological potential of many
states has become increasingly oriented towards research and development for
nilitary purposes. The achievements of science and technology are being useo goo
little for peaceful economic development, and too much for the further refinement
of exist,ing weapons and the developrnent, of new Lypes and systems of !{eapons.

V For more details, see comprehensive study on Nuclear weapons .. .
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Moreoverr the development of some new vteapons may reach a point where the
possibility of concluding agreements to limit or prohibit such l^teaPons, based
on adequate verification, will be Iost.

23. Another way in which security has been undermined is by the elaboration of the
doctrine of counter-force. Ttre doctriner which envisages the development of a

capability to destroy the strategic nuclear delivery vehicles of the other side,
has contributed to the developnent and production of additional thousands of ne$t,

more accurate and more porirerful r,reapons, thus further increasing the dangers of
nuclear war. A pre-emptive first strike capability is inpossible to achieve in the
foreseeable future. Nevertheless, attempts to achieve such a capability woulci
create a highly destabilizing and precarious situation'

24. Another dangerous concept is that of linited nuclear r.tar as a meaningful
instrument of policy. There is no guaranteer llof, even any likelihood, that a

nuclear war could in fact remain limited.

25. As the nuclear arsenals grow, with a greater variety of weapons under the
control or custody of increasing numbers of rrrilitary personnelr the danger of a

nuclear war by inadvertence grovrs. A nuclear l^tar could be unleashed as a result of
human or mechanical failure, by accident, by miscalculation, as a result of
ineffective conmandr control and conmunications procedures or capabilities' the
escalation of a local conventional warr ds €r result of blackmail or terrorism or
through sheer madness. If those responsible for nuclear forces make any such

mistake involving nuclear lreapons, the entire systen could break down, with the
possibility of widespread devastation.

26. The trnssession and accumulation of nuclear vreapons by the nuclear-weapon
povrers constitute at present one of the greatest dangers to mankind. Bad as this
situation is, it would become worse if nuclear \iteapons spread to additional
countries. Ttre dangers of nuclear Irar will be rnultiplieci if nuclear proliferation'
whether vertical of horizontal continues.

B. fhe effects of the arms racejn inter@

27. The arms t.. lY affects aII
aspects of international political relations and creates obstacles for the
prlctical inplementation of the peaceful coexistence of States as reflected in the
Charter of the United Nations. It hinders the process of improving and changing
relations among States on the basis of mutual understanding, mutual co-operation
and equality.

28. The arms race renders the international political environment rnore rigid and
more resistant to change. It, tends to promote military alignments and increases
the level of confrontation. In such circumstances' the beneficial processes of
progress in conformity with the aspirations of peoples are often postponed or
opposea on military-strategic Arounds. The solution of many international problems
is also delayed or Prevented.
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29. Iocal disputes, especially in
their resolution by peaceful meansmilitary force fuels the arms race
other States may become involved in
dangerous consequences.

sensitive geographical areasr €l!€ sharpened ano
is made more difficult as extensive reliance on
and encourages resort to arms. Furthermore,
such disputes with unpredictable and still nore

30. The arms race in which the major military States are involved has also ha<l
devastating effects on developing countries. First, as conventional arms have
become more sophisticated, older models have been transferred to developing
countries. Increasingly2 developing countries have also acquired many
sophisticated weapons, some of which have been used in highfy destructive localwars. More than a hundred local wars since the end of the Second hlorld War have
plagued developing countries. In some cases, developing countries fought each
otherT in other casesr major developed countries were involved directly orindirectry. Also, the existence of modern weaponry has, in some respecEs,facilitated the control of States by oppressive 169irnes.

31. The arms race generates anxiety, suspicion and fear about, the actual
motivations of others. As a result, political and military leaders often tend to
analyse the intentions of others in the rdorst possible terms. Conseguent,ly, Statestend to over-react to the real or irnagined steps of others rather than base theiractions on a sober assessment of each particular situation.

32. The arms race promotes mistrust and secrecyr thus further adversely affectinginternational security. The greater the mistrust, and the secrecy, the more likeJ.ythat perceptions of doubt and insecurity will grow among nations. Indeed,international security would be consioeiably 
"nh"nc.o by increased co-operat,ion in

many areas' including the broad exchange of ideas, trade, sciencer technology,culture, knowleoge and information, contacts at all levels ancl sustained dialogue
on aII problems affecting peacer security and disarmament. Lasting international
security has to be basecj, not on mutual fear, but on mutual confidence.

33. The existence and perpetuation of underdevelopment anci of inequalities andinjustices in international economic relations represent a threat to international
peace and security. The arms race exacerbates these problems and const,itutes amajor obstacre to their solution. The arms race places a heavy economic burden onall peoples and that, burden, even if less in absolute terms, is particularly
damaging to developing countries and hampers efforts to close the gap between
developed and developing count,ries. The halting of the arms race ind progress
towards substantial disarmament, would help to creat,e an entirely new inLernat,ional
environment and would release resources for the economic and social development ofall countries, particularly developing ones.

34. The vast resources spent on the accumulation of $reapons is a major obstacle tothe solution of global problems of vital interest. to arl peoples, such as securing
adeguate food supplies, acquiring energy from new sources, lhe exploration of the
oceans' of the sea-bed and of outer spacer the eradication of dangerous oiseases,
t'he protection of the natural environment and the prevent,ion of and relief from
natural disasters. Progress in disarmament, by releasing great resources which
could be used for investment, research and development, could create favourable
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conditions for solving vitally important problens confronting all peoples at the
present time. It could also facilitate the expansion of research for development.

35. The arms race and the massive military expenditures it requires have serious
negative effects on trader aidr technolog)f transfer and on all kinds of exchanges
betvreen countries. It diverts vast resources from productionr development and
growth and results in a misallocation of resources on a global scale contributing
to inflationl unenployment and economic crises. ]_,/ In this vtay too' it contributes
to maintaining and widening the gap between developed and developing countries and
it, impedes the developrnent of a new international economic order.

CHAPTER II

ANALYSIS OF' THE INTERRELATIONSHIP OF DISARMAMENT

AND INTERNATIONAL SEC'TTRITY

A. General

36. The Charter of the United Nations provides the basic frarnework for
the relationship between disarmament and international security. Article I,
paragraph 17 specifies the first purpose of the United Nations to be the
maintenance of international peace and security. There can be no doubt that the
primary focus is international peace and security and that the principal means of
realizing this purpose is through collective measures. Article I calls for
"effective collective measuresn for the prevention and removal of threats to peace
and for the suppression of acts of aggression. Such measures are developed in
Articles 39 ff. in Chapter VII as well as in Article 53 in Chapter VrII' and are to
be taken by decision of the Security Councili its decisions may, if necessary, be
made effective by enforcement action through armed forces provided by Menber States
to the Security Council in accordance with the relevant articles of the Charter.
Article I also calls for adjustment or settlement of international disputes or
situations by peaceful means. Such means are developed in Articles 33 ff. in
Chapter vI, as well as in Articles 52 ff. in Chapter VIII.

37. Disarmament is an important objective of the United Nationsl and a means which
would strengthen international security. The General Assemb1yl under Article lI,
may consider the general principles of co-operation in Lhe maintenance of
international peace and security, including the principles governing disarmament
and the regulation of armaments, and may make recommendations with regard to such
principles to the Members or to the Security Council or to both. Under Article 26,
the Security Council shall be responsible for formulating, with the assistance of
the Mil-itary Staff Committee referred to in Article 47, plans for the regulation of
armaments with the purpose of pronot,ing the establishnent and maintenance of
international peace and securiLy with the least diversion for armaments of the
worldrs human and economic resources.

U Economic and Social Consequences of the Arms Race and of Militarv
Expenditure (United Nations publication, Sales No. 8.78.IX.1), chaps. II and III.
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38. under Article 47, the Military staff conmittee is established to advise and
assist the Security Councilr inter alia, on the regulation of armaments ancipossible disarmament. Under Ariicle 29, the Security Council may establish such
subsidiary organs as it deems necessary for the performance of its functions.
Thus, the Security Council could establish mechanisms or bodies to deal with the
regulation of armaments and disarmament.

39. The Charter incorporates the concept that the realization of its system for
the naintenance of international peace and security would facilitate diiarmanent.
At the same timer the Charter rnakes it equally clear that the elaboration and
implenentation of neasures for the regulation of armaments and for disarmanent
would promote the maintenance of international peace and security. Both remaintrue today.

40. Members of the United Nations, and in particular the members of Lhe Security
CounciI, are expected to discharge fully their primary responsibility for the
maintenance of international peace and security and at the same timer in parallelefforts, to work to achieve disarmament.

4I. States have the obligation to work collectively and act pronptly to resolve
disputes and threats to the maintenance of international peace and stcurity by
peaceful means. They have, however, often failed to attempt or to achieve this.In order to avoid or prevent the threat to or breach of the peace, States, indealing with situations and disputes, must use direct negotiations by the parties
concerned or other peaceful means provided for in the Charter of the UnitedNations. Efforts should be exerted to rnake united Nations collective actionincreasingly feasible and effective. The practice of regularr direct, high-Ievel
contact's is an important instrument providing a groundwork for effective collectiveaction andr as such, should be widely enployed. Such developments would not onlystrengthen peace in the worldr but would alio help to overcome difficulties in
realizing oisarmament. states sho.rld use pacific means and collect,ive action at anearly stage to prevent or stop war, thus contributing to the advancement of
disarmament and agreements to regulate armaments based on the least diversion oftheir human and economic resources for destructive purposes.

42. Achieving a state of reliable and lasting peace and security in the world isthe basic aim of the united Nations and should be that of all states. such a state
must include the full implementation of the security system of the United NationsCharter and general and conplete disarmament. It is clear that essential means
towards this final goal are disarmament as well as other means that contribute tothe strengthening of international security. During the period leading towardsthis goal it isr howeverr useful to distinguish between disarmament, on the one
hand, and political or legal measures to strengthen international security, on theother. The latter willr hereinafter' be referred to as "measures to strengtheninternational security" or simply'rinternational security".

43. The interrelationship between the achievement of disarmament and the
establishment of an effective system of international security is complex. on the
one hand, effective international security has not been achievecl; an important
reason for this is that the arms race has not been stopped and progress towards
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disarmanent is very slow. O'n the other hand, actual disarmament has not been
achieved; an imtrnrtant reason for this is that effective international security
needs to be established. There is only one way out from this seemingly vicious
circle. Progress in disarmament and in the strengthening of international security
must be looked upon as parallel means in the effort to Preserve peace and prevent
vtar. Thus, rnaking specific steps in one of these processes a prerequisite for
specific steps in the other could lead to deadlock. Parallelism and co-ordination
of measures in both the disarmament and the security fields are the only logical
and practical solutions for the problem. This approach helps to overcome the
conceptual difticulties that had proveo insurmountable during the disarmament
negotiations in the League of Nations and have remained to a considerable extent
unresolved ever since. Parallelisrn and co-ordination should thus be consioered as
the principal elements in ttre interrelationship between disarmament and
international security. Disarmament will be greatly faci'l itated by the
estabtishment of an effective system of international security. It wiIIr in turnr
greatly contribute to the strengthening of international.security.

44. To proceed in parallel towaros disarmament and the strengthening of
international peace and security does not and cannot imply rigidity in the
approach. tbere can be neasures of disarmament that do not necessarily require
simultaneous steps of a ;nlit,ical or legal nature to strengthen international
security. Howeverr there are disarmament measures that cannot be attained without
trnrallel political or legal measures that strengthen international security. The
nore far-reaching and the more milit,arily significant the disarmament measures are,
the more need there is for co-ordinated measures in the field of strengthening
international security.

45. Analysis of the interrelationship between disarmament and international
security leads to the conclusion that progress towards the achievement of one of
these goals represents, directly or indirectly, progress towards achievement of the
other. It should be recognized that while the processes of achieving disarmament
and international security can be separated conceptually, in reality they often
coincide and complement each other r thus constituting an integral whole.

B. The concept of disarmament

46. Fbr the purposes of this studyr the term "disarmament" is taken as
encompassing a broad specLrum of measures relating to the regulation, Iimitationr
reduction and elimination of armaments, armed forces ano nilitary exPenditures.
Disarmament also encompasses limitations or prohibitions on the development,
testingl production, emplacementr deploynent, proliferation and transfer or use of
arms. Disarmament may take the form of internationally agreed arrangements or
steps of restraint or initiatives by individual StaLesi depending upon the
circumstapC€s1 such steps or initiatives may need to be reciprocated and
subsequently consolidateo in a treaty. Certain confidence-building measures in the
military field are important aspects of efforts to achieve meaningful disarmament
as well as international security.
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47. The import,ance of disarmament measures being balanced, in the sense that no
State should gain a nilitary advantage as a result, or have its security
diminished, has been universally accepted. The 1961 Joint Statement of Agreed
Principles for Disarmament Negotiations subscribed to by the Union of Soviet
Socialist Republics and the United States of Arnerica and unanimously affirmed the
same year by the General Assembly, contained the following provision:

rrA1l measures of general and complete disarmament, should be balanced so
that at no stage of the implementation of the treaty could any State or group
of States gain military advantage and that security is ensured equally for
all. "

The Final Document of the Tenth Special Session of the General Assembly, devoted to
disarmament, also speaks of "the balanced reduction of armed forces and of
conventional armaments based on the principles of undiminished security of Lhe
parties." (General Assernbly resolution s-I0/2t pata. 221. It also states:

"The adoption of disarmament measures should take place in such an
equitable and balanced manner as to ensure the right of each State to security
and that no individual State or group of'St,ates may obtain advantages over
others at any stage. At each stage the objective should be undininished
security as the lowest possible level of armaments and military forces.rl
(Resolution S-L0/2r para. 29)

48. A particular form of this general principle is applicable to negotiations
between parties lhat are approximately equal militarily such as the SALT (Strategic
Arns Limitation Talks) negotiations betr,reen the United st,ates and the Soviet
Union. During the SALT process, the USSR and the United States ent,ered into
several agreements an<l statements affirming that their disarmament negotiations
would be based on "the principle of equality and equal securityrt. In the Joint
Statement' of Principles and Basic Guidelines for Subsequent Negot.iations on the
Limitation of Strategic Arms signed at Vienna on 18 .Iune 1979 r they agreed to
consider additional steps ". .. to ensure the equality and equal security" of the
two part,ies. Similarly, the Final Document of the Tenth Special Session devoted to
disarmament refers to'rthe achievement of a more stable situation in Europe at a
Iower level of military potential on the basis of approximate eguality and parity,
as well as on the basis of undiminished security of all States[ (resolution S-L}/2,
para. 82).

49. Improved possibilities for curbing the nuclear arms race and taking additional
steps in the field of disarmament which will lead to strengthening international
security may emerge as a result of the fact that, substantial strategic parity
between the Soviet Union and the United States has become a reality. The existence
of an approximate parity was officially acknowledgeo by both sides in connexion
with the SALT process. If the SALT II treaty were ratified, this parity would be
confirmed in an internationally binding agreement. The preservation of parity, if
pursuedr l.rould provide an objective basis for halting the further accumulation of
weapons and for reducing them in a balanced way.
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C. Ttre concept of international security

50. The preanble and Articles 1 and 2 of the Charter of the United Nations which
set out the goals, purposes and principles of the United Nations, provide a good

description of the term "international securiLy'r. The Charter actually.outlines
and establishes a system of international security and uses the expression
"internalional peace and security" many times. As stated in Article 1,
paragraph l, the maintenance of international peace and security is to be achieved
tftio,igti'ef fective collective measures for the prevention and rernoval of threats to
the peacer and for the suppression of acts of aggression or other breaches to the
p."cl and to bring about adjustment or settlement of international disputes or
situations by peaceful means. To this end, States are reguireO to actr under

Chapter VI, in conforrnity with the principles of justice and international law' and

through enforcement measures under Chapter VII. Over the years, the United Nations
has aiso developed the practice of interposing voluntary United Nations
peacekeeping forces with the prior consent of the parties to a conflict' An

integral element in the Charter system of international security is Article 51'
which recognizes the right of individual and collective self-defence until the
Security Council takes action. Furthermorer in Article 26, the Charter also
assigns to disarmament an imSnrtant role in the promotion of international peace

and -ecurity. CIoseIy Iinkeb with this whole process of attaining international
security are the Charter provisions on self-determination of peoples. AIsol the
achievement of economic developnent and the solution of economic and social
problems are recognized by the Charter as being essential for the creation of
peaceful and friendly relations among nations. For effective collective securityl
Lh" Sec,rrity Council should be in a position to take preventive or enforcement
measures provided for in Chapters VI' VII and VIII of the Charter.

51. In a situation where international security prevails, all countries would be

able to live free from fears of the use or threats of the use of force by other
countries, free from economic domination, and free from other pressures seeking to
undermine the fundamental economic, political, social and civit rights of their.
peoples as 1aid down in the Charter of the United Nations. International security
is a state of international relations in which there is full implementation of such

principles as3 sovereign equality and respect for the right's j'nherent in
-so.r"r.igntyi non-use of force or the threat of forcei the inviolability of
frontiers; the territorial integrity of Statesi the peaceful settlement of
disputes? non-interference in internal affairs; respect for human rights and

fundamental freedomsr including freedom of thought, conscience, religion or beliefi
equality of rights and the right of peoples to determine their own destiny;
co-operation among States and fulfilment in good faith of obligations under
international law.

SZ. In considering the concept of international security, the national security of
the countries of the world cannot be ignored, since this is precisely what each

country will carefully Ecrutinize when considering a concrete proposal for
disarmament. Important elements in this context df,€r oll the one hand' the extent
to which a trust-worthy anct effective international system of peace and collective
security has been implemented andr on the otherr the extent to which the continued
arms race enctangers security. It follows that stretching the demands of national
security interests unreasonably far would Present an obstacle to disarmament'
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53' Sinilarlyr proposals to strengthen international security or to make progress
towards implementing fully the United Nat,ions Charter security system will beviewed in t'he light of their impact on the national security of states. Hereto,
important considerations will be the dangers inherent in the contrnued arms race
and the effectiveness of international security arrangements already implemented.

54. It is to be noted that the tendency for States to conceive their nationalsecurity interests in a way that is at variance with the interests of theinternational community in the maintenance of peace and security as reflected inthe Principles and Purposes of the united lilations set forth in its Charter, can
create serious difficulties both for disarmament and for international security.
55' rn addition to calling for compliance with the Charter system of internationalsecurity, the United Nations has it,self, in order to strengthen internationalsecurity and in accordance with the purposes of the Chart.i, ,"co**ended additional
means relating to conduct among States, large and small, notably in the Declarationon Principles of rnternational taw concerning Friendly Relations ano Co-operation
among States of 24 October L97O', the Declaration on the Strengthening ofrnternational security of 16 December 1970; the Declaration and progranune of Actionon the Establishment of a New International Economic order of 1 May I974i theCharter of Economic Rights and Drties of States of 12 December 1974; the
Declaration on the Deepening and Consolidation of rnternational D6tente of
19 December I978i the Final Document of the Tenth special session of the GeneralAssenbly of 30 June 1978; and the Declaration on International Co-operation for
Disarmament of lI December 1979.

56' Regional arrangements or agencies are expressly recognized in Articles 52, 53
and 54 of the Charter of the United Nations as having a role to play in the
maintenance of international peace and security and in the pacific sett,lement ofdisputes within their regions. Members of such arrangements or agencies are toattempt to achieve pacific settlement of local disputes through the regional
arrangements or agencies before referring them to the Security Council. Thesecurity council is to encourage the pacific settlement of disputes through suchentities andr where appropriate, use them for enforcement action under itsauthority. The regional arrangements or agencies must keep the Council fullyinformed of their activities for the maintenance of internltionat peace and
secur ity.

57 ' There are a number of regional agencies established for Snlitical, economic,social and other purposes. In many cases, they have played an important role inpromoting regional co-operation and better conditions of regionar security and, onoccasion' in the peaceful solution of conflicts within theii respective r-gions.fn addition to such regional agenciesr there are a number of funct,ional entities.
and institutions to promote regional econornic and trade relationsr and for dealingwith other regional problems.
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D. The concept of the interrelationshiP between
ciisarmament and international securitv

58. Considering the deLrimental consequences of the arms race for international
peace and security discussed in chapter I of the present studyr it' is essential to
lchieve the cessation of the arms race without delay. Following this' it is
necessary to reduce armaments and armed forces substantiallyr thus advancing
towards comprehensive disarmament. This would strengthen international security by

creating conditions which would enable States l4embers of the United Nations to take
nany st-ps for the lessening of tensions, for peaceful settlement of disputes and

for collective action to prevent vrar from occurring. Disarmament would reduce and

eventually eliminate the material bases for waging war. It would encourage States
to rely less on military force in protecting their security and instead encourage

them to resort to pacific means in solving issues ancl disputes. Thus, disarmanent
;;;r;; ;-;;ir";t lna most inportant factor in strengthening international security'

59. Disarmament does not by itself resolve existing socio-economic, territorial,
political and other differences among Statesr but, Ouring the process of
disarmament, one can expect new trends to develop in the relationships of States
with increased respect for mutual and legitimate interests, co-operation in
preventing conflicts and increasing trust and confidence.

50. Disarmament combined with an effective system of international security would
render reliance on military alignments irrelevant.

6I. If the arms race adversely affects d6tenter then disarmament witl contribute
to a continuing and increasingly viable an<l comprehensive process of d6tente and

the resulting reduction of tensions would facilitate many steps towards effective
inplenentation of the United Nations system of inLernational security.

G2. Significant, reductions of armed forces and armaments of States and the curbing
of the development and production of new r,reapons would release funds that could be

used to solve global problems. Material and human resources thus released could be

used for the improvement of living conditions and development in aII States'
particularly in the developing countries. These factors would contribute to the
crealion of a solid basis for an international security system based on justice and

strict respect for international law.

53. Successful disarmament negotiations produce a certain level of mutual
confidence among the parties. Ttris confidence can help them to undertake
collaborative efforts to strengthen international security in other areas. A

pertinent exanple is the SALT I agreements of 1972, which was part of the general

improvement of relat,ions between the Soviet Union and the United States. This
successful negotiation facilitated the conclusion of a number of other important
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agreements including the agreement on the Basic Principles of Relations between the
Soviet Union and the United States 9.,/ and the Agreenent on the prevention of
Nuclear wat. fu/ In the former, the parties agreed to oo their utmost, to avoidmilitary confrontations, to exercise restraint, and to conduct negotiat.ions tosettle differences by peaceful means. The latter provided that each State wouldconsult the other if relations between them or with other States appeared to
involve risk of a nuclear conflict. rf such consultations became a permanent
feature of their relations in various fields, this could 1ead to a reduct,ion oftension and would constitute a neans to solve other problems of mutual concern,
thereby establishing a more stable framework of relations and reducing the
trnssibility that single incidents could have an undesirable effect. These
agreementsr consi.stently inplemented, would have a most trnsitive influence oninternational security.

64. Elrthermore, in part because of the favourable climate created by the 5ALT I
agreements, the United States and the Soviet Union worked together with otherparties in the security Council in stopping the 1973 war in the Middle East and
subsequently in convening an international conference of the States concerned. Asa part of their joint efforts, the USSR and the United States of America formed
teams of military observers which, together with the United Nations peace-keepingforces which were set up, helped to naintain peace in the area.

65. In addition, the SALT r agreements created a bilateral Standing Consultative
Commission which, inter alia, considers questions related to the implementation ofthe obligations of the parties to the agreements as well as relevant situations
which night need clarification. The Commission with its many useful tasks hasserved as a means of building confidence in a very sensit,ive area.

66' Thus, actions to limit or reduce arms through international agreement can helpto funProve international security. rf more substantial arms linitation and
reduction steps could be taken by states, the favourable impact on internationalsecurity could be even greater. Moreover, as the process of rlisarmanent comes toinvolve deeper cuts in r.teaponry, the corresponding verification measures, as agreedby the participating Statesr could promote a climate of confidence arpng states andthus contribute to the strengthening of international security.

67. staLes have always clairned that the accumulat,ion of armaments vras necessitated
by their security interests. Consequently, nations are not likely to adoptfar-reaching disarmament measures unless other effective means of providing
security are available. Thus, strengthening international security becomes aprimary and most important factor in promoting disarmament. Ttris does notcontradict the fact that the accumulation of weapons, particularly nuclear weapons,
today constitutes much more a threat to than a protection for the future of mankind.

Signed

Signed

at Moscow, 29 l,lay L972.

at Washington, 22 ilune 1973.

8/

v
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68. As a first step towards the paraltel achievement of substantial measures of
international security anO substantial measures of disarmament, progress will be

required in the development of d6tente and confidence-building measures' The

achievement of a reliable system of international security is essential for the
realization of comprehensive Oisarmament. The United Nations Charter system of
international secuiity, discussed in chapter VI of this studyr would if fully
implemented and, adhered to' encourage States to enter into comprehensive
disarmament agreements. This co-relationship does not mean that States cannot halt
the nuclear arms race and eliminate a part oi trreir rniritary arsenals prior to a

futly functioning system of international security.

69. It would be difficult to inplement far-reaching disarmament measures'
including general and complete disarmament, if confidence in the capacity of the

international community to maintain peace is not built up. rt is, therefore'
important to expedite efforts Lo impiove and develop the role of the United Nations

in accordance with its charter in strengthening world peace, including actions
under Chapters VI, VII anci VIII of the Charter'

70. The close interaction between measures to promote international security and

disarmament is illustrated by the connexion between the Conference on Security and

Co-operation in Etrrope and the Vienna negotiations on mutual reduction of forces

and armaments and associated measures in Central Europe. The decision to undertake

negotiations in these two fielOs was taken at the same time since it was felt that
the efforts could be mutually beneficial. Indeed, the Final Act of t'he Conference

signed in Helsinki in Lg75, strengthened security by specifying a code of conduct

toi ttre participating States, by instituting significant confidence-building
measures, and by proriiaing perioaic revie$ts-of the inplementation of the

agreement. It also recognized the interest of atl of thern in efforts aimed at
Iessening military confrontation and promoting disarmamentr which are designed to
complement pofiti-cal d6tente in Europe, and expressed the wilI of the participating
States to proceed fron the complementary nature of the political and military
aspects of security. Unfortunatelyr the negotiations on mutual reductions of
forces have not yei reached a successfur conclusion but are stilr going on'

7L. Nevertheless, it woul-d be wrong to conclude that no progress is possible
towards arms limitation and disarmament until more effective international security
has been established. In fact' measures of disarmament on which negotiations have

been initiated could and should be completed and implemented without waiting for
the implementation of any further measures of international security. These

measures would bring about an improvement in the international climate and increase

confidence so that additional measures of <lisarmament might be undertaken'

72. In addit,ion, unless confidence in international measures for peace-keeping and

peace-making is built at an early stage' it is highly unlikely that far-reaching
disarmament will take place. It is, iherefore, important to begin forthwith to
consider ways to improve and develop the role of the United Nations in
strengthening world peace and security inctuding the peace-keeping and peace-making

machiiery in accordance with the United Nations Charter. During the process of
far-reaching disarmament, in order to facilitate ancl maintain parallel progress

with the measures of disarmamentr greatly improved and more effective international
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peace-making and peace-keeping adopted and carried out in accordance with the
Charter of the United Nations will be required.

73' A fully funcLioning system of international security would bring about
fundamental changes in relationships among States. They would be more willing toconduct their relations on a peaceful basis through multilateral and bilateral
meetings and negotiations at all levels as well as resort to regional agencies or
arrangements and other peaceful means of their own choice. Furthermore, a muchgreater reliance coulo be envisaged on procedures such as inquiry, mediation,conciliation, arbitration and judicial settlement. competit,ion would thus beconfined to the economicr social and other non-military spheres and would ilvolveonly peaceful means.

74' As progress in strengthening international security anci steps in the field ofdisarmament are being made, it remains essential that States, inOiviOually andcollectivelY' effectively fulfil their obligations provided for in the charter ofthe United Nations so that their actions do not negatively affect what has beenachieved.

CHAPTER III

ITIE PROCESS OF DISARMAMENT AND INTERNATIONAL SECURITY

75' The process of achieving disarmament and effective international security isextremely complex and sensitive. rt involv€sr on the one hand, the haltirrg oi th"arms race and the progressive reduction and elimination of .r*", with the effectivefunctioning of adequate verification measures. or the other hand, it involves theexistence or creation of an atmosphere of trust and confidence, the maintenance ofundiminished security for all States and the gradual enhancement of security
throughout the processi it also involves the peaceful set,tlement of disputestogether with the implementation of progressively more effective measures forpeace-keeping and peace-rnaking.

76' The 1962 ussR Draft Treaty on General and complete Disarmament under strictrnternational control and the united states outline of Basic provisions of a Treatyon General and and Complete Disarmament in a Peaceful World recognized thenecessity for approPriate advances in internationar security procedures as progresswas nade towards general and complete disarmament. with ceituin aivergences,
elements for a possible system for the maintenance of international peace andsecurity in a disarrning and disarmed world were suggested. The substantial degreeof attention given to this requirement, for agreement on general and complete
disarmament' has not been reviewed since that time. rn recent years, these powers
have tended to give prinary attention to specific partial or collateral measures ofdisarmament, without specificalry relating ihem to measures for implementing the
Charter system for the maintenance of international peace and security.
77 ' The process of achieving disarmament and internationar security envisages theestablishment of a system of international relations in which war, force or thethreat of force cannot be used for the resolution of inLernationar conflicts. As a
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result of general and complete disarrnament under effective international control,
aII armaments wiII be destroyecl and armies disbancied except those needed for
internal security and for implementing the enforcement measures provided for in the
Charter of the United Nations. The immediate purpose of this process is to remove

the danger of the outbreak of war, both nuclear and conventional' and to take steps
first to halt and then reverse the arms race and open the way to lasting peace and
a state of permanent peaceful relations among States.

78. Under the fully implemented Charter system of international securityl
international disputes will be settled only by peaceful means, through negotiation'
inguiry, mediation, conciliation, arbitration, judicial settlementr resort to
regional agencies or arrangements, or other peaceful means chosen by the parties
concerned, or by collective action by the United Nations in accordance with the
Charterr thus excluding, as stated abover the use of force in international
relations by individual States or groups of States.

7g. Ttre United Nations General Assenbly has kept under regular review the problems
of strengthening international security. At its Lwenty-fifth session, in I970, it
adopted the Declaration on the Strengthening of International Security
(resolution 2734 (X)ff) ). Among the measures recommended in the Declaration are
fuller use and better inplenentation of the Charter provisions for the exclusively
peaceful settlement of disputes? compliance with the Charter principle of
refraining fron the threat or use of force against the territorial integrity and
political independence of any State? referral of legal disputes to the
International Court of Justice; agreement on guidelines for more effective
peace-keeping operations in accordance with the Clrarteri implementation of
Article 43 of the United Nations Qrarter in order fully to develop the capacity of
the Security Council for enforcement actioni the establishment whenever vtarranted
of subsidiary organs on an ad hoc basis to assist the Council? and other measures
for the creation, in accordance with the Charter, of an effective system of
universal collective security. The Declaration recognizes the close connexion
between the strengthening of international security, disarmament and economic
development and states ttrat any progress made towards any of these objectives will
constitute progress towards all of thern? and urges concerted efforts in the field
of disarmament, development, and human rights and fundamental freedoms as steps
essential to the strengthening of international security.

80. At the same session, the General Assembly also adopteo by consensus the
Declaration on Principles of International Law concerning Friendly Relations and
Co-operation arong States (resolution 2625 (XXV) ) . Principles affecting
internationalsecuritycontainedintheDecIaration,@,dealtwiththe
non-use of force in international relations, non-intervention in matters within the
donestic jurisdiction of States, the duty of States to co-operate with one another
in accordance with the Charterr and the principles of equal rights and
self-determination of peoples and of the sovereign equality of States.

81. It nay be desirable to give further consideration to the question whether
conpliance with all of the principles dealt with in the two Declarations mentioned
or with some of them should be strengthened by the conclusion of appropriate
international treaties without detriment to the authority of the Charter of the
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united tilations- To contribute effectively to international security, suchtreaties, as appropriate, should provide for means for the peaceful solution ofdifferences as to their inplementation.

82. As disarmament progresses from stage to stage, it will make its own positive
contribution to the strenghtening of international security. Significant measuresof disarmanent may, however' pose their own security requiienents, which must be
met at each stage to ensure continuance of the process. Each disarmanent measurewill be evaluated by each State in terms of its security. Major disarmament
agreements will only be possible if the necessary assurance of undininished, or
enhanced, security has been achieved.

83. Agreed measures of disarmament wourd enhance the national security of states
and international security as a whole. Each stage in the disarmament processrequires that the levels of armaments remaining at the end of that stage and thelevel of international security reached, including the right of individual andcollective self-defence and arrangements created for that purpose, provide an
adequate degree of security.

84' There is a close interrelationship between the process of disarmament and thatof strengthening international security, including progress towards full
implementation of the system for the maintenance of international peace andsecurity provided for in the United Nations Charter and growing confidence thatrecognized principles of international law and norms of international conduct, suchas those laid down in the Final Act of the Conference on Security and co-operationin Europe, will be observed. Furthermore, it would be unrealistic to imagine thatsignificant progress could be made in either field while a climate of international
tension prevails.

85' rt is, nevertheless, im5nrtant for the achievement of rapid progress in thefields of either disarmamenL or international security that the solution ofparticular problems should not be tied to other problems that are not connectedwith those under negotiation. This would only sirve to complicate the situation inwhich negotiations are conducted,.

85' states should maintain no more than the minimum of armament,s and armed forcesrequired for their defence. Ttrey should progressively reduce their armaments and
armed forces, through agreed disarmament measures or by mutual restraint,eventually to the levels required only for the maintenince of internal security andto meet the requirements of the united Nations system of international security.At no stage in the disarmament process should St,ates seek to achieve militarysuperiority which would, indeed, violate the process itself. Throughout theprocessr adequate verification, increasing mutual co-operation and greater respectfor and compliance with the united Nations charter system of international securitymust prevail.

87 ' Despite the very obvious problems and obstacles in achieving it, the goal ofgeneral and complete disarmament must be borne in mind as the franework foi
evaluating specific measures in the field of disarmament. An important criterionin the evaluation of such measures should be their relationship to the ultirnate
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goal and of the degree to which they bring States closer to that goal. Thusr it' is
essential that the achievement, of any specific disarmament measure does not result
either in increasing armamcnts in other ways or in turning the arms race in other
directions.

88. The problem of undiminished security in the disarmament process can be

particularly conplex in the case of States of widely differing size in terms of
territory, population or rnilitary pourer. That situationr depending on the
particular political or other conditions, may be perceiveci by the smaller countries
concerned as constituting an imbalance and as involving a potential threat to their
security. It is, thereforer desirable that disarmament measures should not only
not add to the perceived imbalance, but that, they should be seen as improving the
existing situation by consolidat,ing and increasing the security of the smaller
countries concerneci. This aspect of the problern of undiminished security has
special importance for disarmament measures within a region. The task of ensuring
international security presupposes' and must be based on, respect for the
Iegitimate national security interesLs of each State, Iarge or small.

89. Most of the countries of the world have come to conceive international
security as including the achievement of a new international economic order. For
them, substantial progress towards greater eguality, including the narrowing and

eventual elimination of the gap between the developing and the developed countries
is part of the process of strengthening security. This is unlikely to happen'
however, while the world continues to divert enormous human and economic resources
on a wasteful and dangerous arms race. Resources released in the disarmament
process should be utilized in a way that will help to improve the welfare of all
peoples and promote the economic and social progress of the developing
countries. L9/

90. Verification is a means to assure parties that disarmament agreements are
being complied with. It is an integral part of disarmament measures and an

important aid in the strengthening of international security. Disarmament requires
effective verification. Given this general principle, the specific rnethods and

techniques of verification will depend on the nature of each particular disarmament
measure.

9I. The Final Document of the Tenth Special Session of the General Assembly
devoted to disarmament rightly states in this respect:

"Disarmament and arms limitation agreements should provide for adequate
measures of verification satisfactory to aI1 parties concerned in order to
create the necessary confidence and ensure that they are being observed by all
parties. The form and modalities of the verification to be provided for in
any specific agreement depend upon and should be determined by the purposes,
scope and nature of the agreement. Agreements should provioe for the

P/ A study on the relationship between disarmament and development is being
prepared by the Secretary-General of the United NaLions with the assistance of a

group of experts, pursuant to General Assembly resoLution 33/7L yl.
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participation of parties directly or through the Unit,ed Nations system in theverification process. Where appropriate, a combination of several methods ofverification as well as other compliance procedures should be employed.'l
(General Assembly resolution S-L0/2, para. 3l)

92. Parties to agreements on arms limitation and disarmament should notdeliberately interfere with the means and procedures of verification agreed to inthe appropriate agreements. verification should not be used for purposes otherthan those related Lo the observance of the provisions of the agreements.

93. Methods of verification have become increasingly sophisticated so that inseveral agreements national Lechnical means have been considered sufficient. As
disarmament measures involve more States, it nay be necessary for some or all of
them to participate in the verification measures provioed for in disarmament
agreements to which t'hey are parties. This may require consideration of thequestion of access to the appropriate means to ensure such participation. LL/

94' Past experience of the process of achieving disarmament and international
security and of negotiat,ions to that effect shows the irnportance for the process asa whole of the manner in which the parties carry out negotiations. For example,lengthy delays in responding to proSnsals put forward by other parties can reducethe momentum of negotiations and create doubts about the genuine will of parties to
reach agreement.

95. Throughout t'he process it is also important that the parties exerciserestraint in t'heir military progranmes and policies. It is particularly damagingto the effectiveness of a disarmament process if technological developments in
weaponry are allowed to overtake or annul the results achieved in negotiat,ions. Toavoid this' part'ies to negotiations may use moratoria on the quantitative andqualitative development and deployment of weapons of the categories concerned.
Such moratoria could, for instance, enter into force at the moment negotiations
begin and be operative untir a permanent treaty is concluded.

96. where a situation of parity is sought, clear definitions and criteria
regarding such parity can help to avoid subsequent disputes on the consequences ofdevelopment and modernization of weapons.

97. Parties to disarmament negotiations conducted outside the framework of theUnited Nations should faithfully observe the provisions of paragraph II4 of theFinal Document of the Tenth Special Session of the General Assembly to keep theuniLeo Nations informed of such negotiations without, prejudice to their progress.substantiat infbrmation would enable other members of the united Nations interesteoin the positive outcome of the negotiations to make a contribution to this goal.
The same applies to.negotiations on measures to strengthen the system ofinternational security.

!]/ pursuant to
consensus, a study on
monitoring agency was
group of governmental

General Assembly resolut.ion 33/7L J, which was not adopted by
the imprications of establishing an international satellite
conducted by the secretary-Generar with the assistance of a
experts.
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9g. When the parties concerned are unable to reach agreement among themselves, the
involvement of other parties may, in some casesr be considered. Whether such
procedures are in fact applied would of course depend on the consent of the parties
involved. It should be kept in mind that in most negotiations relating to
disarmament and the strengthening of the system of international security, not only
the countries directly involved, but alt countries, have a vital interest in the
successful outcome of the negotiations.

99. Under the Charter of the Uniteci Nationsr €rny Member of the United Nations may

bring any dispute, or situation which mighL lead to international friction or give
rise to a disputer to the attention of the Security Council or the General Assembly
(Article 34, para. I and Article 35, para. f). The Secretary-General may also
bring to the attention of the Security Council any matter which, in his opinion,
may threaten the maintenance of international peace and security (Article 99).
Fuithermore, should the parties to a dispute of this nature fail to settle it by

the peaceful rneans indicated in the Charterl they shall.refer it to the Security
Council (Article 37, para. f). These provisions of the Charter should be fully
utilized.

100. The United Nations has dealt with the problems of disarmament and those of
international security in different forums and in oifferent vtays- There is room

for more efforts in this respect, including efforts as regards the question of the
implernentation of the Cfiarter syslem for the maintenance of international peace and
se-urity. The problems of disarmament and international security and their
interrelationship require- persistent attention and consideration. This might be

done through scientific inquiry in national and international institutions and

through various international negotiating and other forums.

I0I. The General Assembly decided at its first special session on disarmament' that
the First Cofiunittee of the General Assembly should deal in the future only with
questions of disarmament and related international security questions. The second

special session on clisarmament, Lo be held in L982, shoulO also offer an

.ppropriate forum for further consideration of the relationship between disarmament
and international security. Reference should also be made, in this context, to the
concrete actions in the field of regional security and co-operation being taken in
various parts of the worId.

I02. Some experts hetd that attention needed to be focused on the strengthening of
international security, including the implementation of the United Nations Charter
system for the maintenance of international peace and securityr ano that further
study of and debate on the subject was called for. Several forums offer themselves
in this respect. Special high-tevel meetings of the Security Council as provided
for by Article 28, paragraph 2, of the Charter could be convened for this purpose.
F\rrther, it is the hope of these experts that the coming second special session on

disarmament will give particular attention to these matters. It is also noted that
in accordance with the Final Document of the Tenth Special Session, the first
session on disarrnament, the First Committee of the General Assembly, at its regular
session, shall deal with questions of security relatecl to disarmament. Finally'
they pointed to the possibility of callingr at a suitable tiner for a special
session of the General Assembly on international security. In this connexion, some
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other experts expressed their conviction that the aim of promoting the
effectiveness of the Charter system of international security should be pursuedthrough activization of the consideration of questions relating to the
strengthening of international security at the regular sessions of the General
Assembly, including considerat,ion of the guestion of Lhe implementat,ion of theGeneral Assembly Declaration on the Strengthening of International Security
(Assembly resolution 2734 (xxv) ) as well as problems concerning the elimination of
hotbeds of conflicts. These experts also underlined the signiii"un". in thisrespect of the proposal to convene, after thorough preparations, a special meetingof the Security Council with the participation of the top leaders of States. on
these grounds, these experts resolutely opposecl the idea of convening a specialsession of the General Assembly referred to above.

103' Another import,ant means Lo improve the process of achieving internationalsecurity is through the convening of regional conferences on co:operation andsecurit'y' This was demonstrated by the conference on security and co-operation inEurope which resulted in a Final Act adopted in Helsinki in Lg75. The Conferenceand negotiations leading to the adoption of the Hetsinki document provided a numberof principles guiding relations between the participating states; simultaneously,
the inportance of achieving concrete disarmament steps was highlighted by theinclusion in the Final Act of a document on confidence-buifding measures andcertain aspects of security and disarmament,; at approximately the same t,ime as thebeginning of the conference process negotiations were openeo on the reduction of
armed forces and armaments anci associated measures in Central Europe. The FinalAcL included a document on questions relating to security and co-operation in theMediterranean- Moreover, by establishing follow-up meetings, the Final Actprovioed a means to exchange views on the implementation of the Act and to considerproblems in the context of the Conference on security and co-operation in Europe.In Africa, the organization of African Unity, in South-East Asia, the Associationof south-East Asian Nationsr EDd in Lat,in America several bodies herd annual orperiodic meetings to discuss or act on matters pertaining to ciisarmamenr,international security or other related subjects of common concern.

104. The success of efforts for disarmament and international security naturally
depends in large measure on the extent to which the public underst,ands the need forthose efforts and actively supports them. It is imp6rtant, therefore, to ensurethat the public in general as well as non-governmental groups and organizationsshall be in a position to make a positive contribution to the realization of that,goal' To that end, there should be a wide dissemination of informationi amobilization of world public opinion with deep involvement on the part of
non-governmental organizations; the development by Governments and governmental
organizations of educational materials and of programmes of educat,ion and sLudiesat all levers; the intensification of studies, research and information by theunited Nations centre for Disarmament. The united Nat,ions Educationalr scientificand Cultural organization should also intensify it,s information act,ivit,ies withinits field of competence. rn accordance with the clecision made at the tenth specialsession of the General Assembly, the week starting the day of the founding of theUnited Nations (24 October) should be devot,eci every year lo fostering the
objectives of disarmament. All these are basicl though not exclusive, componentsoI 1t over-all programme for mobilLzlng public opinion. rt is desirable that allshades of opinion, private as welr "" p,.uri.r be involved in the process.
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105. public reactions to world events can be a detriment or a catalyst to efforts
to strengthen international security and achieve progress towards disarmament. In
this respectr much depends on how events are reported and interpreted. Pubtic
perceptions, for exanple, resulting from the cultivation of fear and host'ility
towards other countries can undermine security and make the negotiation of
disarmament agreements more difficult.

106. The Final Document of the Tenth Special Session, on disarmament, encouraged
Member Sta'tes to 'ensure a better flow of infornation with regard to the various
aspects of disarmament to avoid dissemination of false and tendentious information
concerning armamentsr and to concentrate on the danger of escalation of the
armaments race and on the need for general and compleLe disarmament under effective
international control" (GeneraI Assembly resolution S-L\/2, para. I05). Sinilar
efforts should be made as regards the role of collective measures to assure the
implementation of the United Nations Charter system of international security. AII
relevant bocties ano inst,itutions, governmental and non-governmental alike' should
be called uPon to participate actively in this effort.

107. In conclusion, it is vitat that the public be able to assess soundly and
realistically the positions and policies of countries. It is inportant that the
public understand that measures for disarmament, and international security are
Iinked and, consequently, the public should Press for rapid and substantial
progress in both fields. Moreover, public pressure must be exerteci not only to get'

negotiations started but also throughout the negotiation processl so as to maintain
a sufficient momentum ancl to avoid having the results achieved in negotiations
undercut by political events or rendered obsolete by technological advances in
weaponry.

C}IAPTER IV

DETENTE AI{D INTERNATIONAL CO-OPERATION A.9 MEANS OF STRENGTHENING

INTERNATIONAL SECURITY AND PRCIqOTING DISARMAMENT

A. D6tente and its relationship to international
securitv and disarmament

t. General

108. O6tente is a process of relaxation of lension in international relations. It'
denotes a readiness to solve outstanding problems such as eliminating the danger of
hrar, compteting decolonization, removing inequalities in international economic
relations and taking measures to stop the arms race. It means more specifically a

willingness to solve differences and disputes by peaceful meansr not by the use of
force, threats or pressure. It represents a wiII to take practical steps to
dissipate suspicions, to create mutual confidence and trust and to take into
account the legitimate interests of other States. In short' it is a process
opening the way to peaceful and stable relations anong States based on justicer
equality and co-operation.
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I09. An essential condition of d6tente is strict observance of the principtes and
PurPoses of the United Nations as set forth in the Charter, as well as of theprinciples enumerated in the Declaration on Friendly Relations and Co-operation
Arnong States, the Declaration on the Deepening and Consolidation of International
Ddtente and other internationally agreed principles and sources of international
law.

110. lfttus, ddtente must be pursued on a world-wide basis. rt is hardly conceivablethat the benefits of d6tente be fully enjoyed in one part of the world while, at
the same time, tension, conflicts and oppression prevail in other parts of the
world. Therefore, unless just and lasting solutions are found to the problems that
are the cause of internat.ional tensions in the world, d6tente will not ful1y
ProsPer. Progress towards the establishnent of a new system of international
relations based on strict adherence to the principles and purposes of the United
Nat,ions Charter would greatly facilitate the achievement of global d6tent,e.

lll. To be sound and lasting, the process of d6tente should encompass al1 regionsof the world and all spheres of international relations. Global d6tente requires
effective joint action by all States, irrespective of their social systems, size,
geographical location' level of development, or participation or non-participationin rnilitary and political alliances.

2. Develorrnent and expansion of d6tente

LL2. For international d6tente to develop and expand, all States must urgently andpersistently take steps to hatt the arms race. They must also take effective stepstowards implementing the system of international se-urity, including peace-making
and peace-keeping, in accordance with the Charter of the United Nations, settlingconflict situations, completing the process of eliminating the vestiges of the
colonial system and racism, enhancing human rights and fundamental freedoms, and
restructuring international economic relations on a jusL and democratic basis.
Such efforts should be conducted in parallel with measures to lessen nilitary
confrontation and promote and achieve disarmament.

113. The_development and expansion of d6tente would be greatly facititated by asustained improvement of relations between the Union of Soviet Socialist nepuUtics
and the United States of America. Improvement of Soviet-American relations would
contribute to the process of halting the arms racer making progress towards
disarmament and implementing effectively the united Nations Charter system of
international security. To this end, both sides should strictly carry out a1l
agreements regulating their relationsr adhere to the principle of equality andegual security, renew negotiations without delay to limit their strategic nuclear
neapons, refrain from attempts to achieve military superiority and respect the
legitimate interests of each other.

114. rn their relations with other countries, all States, especially the permanent
members of the Security Councilr rnust observe the principle of sovereign equa1iLy,respect the legitimate interests of others and refrain from actions which would
undermine the security of other States.
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3. The interrelationship of ci6tente, international
ffiil-Eir.t*.*"nt

115. Developrnent of d6tente must be accompanied by measures airned at lessening
military confrontation and pronoting disarmanent. D6tente creates a favotrrable
atmosphare for reducing the danger of war, but disarmament does not automatically
ensue from this. Nor can d6tente thrive alongside a continuing arms race. The

process of promoting d6tente and disarmament should proceed from the recognition of
the complementary rriture of all aspects of d6tente and of the political and

nilitary aspects of security.

116. Among other things, the following steps are, therefore, of great, importance:
the elaborationr implementation and expansion of confidence-building measures; full
conpliance with the provisions of the United Nations Charter relevant to the use or
the threat to use foicer military intervention and all other kinds of interference
in the internal affairs of States; the strengthening of machinery and the
acceptance of procedures for the peaceful settlement of disputes in accordance with
the United Nations Charter? and the limitation of the armeci forces and armaments of
States or grouPs of States.

117. As a comprehensive process embracing a wide range of issues in international
affairs, d6tente is essential for progress in ensuring international security and

achieving disarmament. The existence and importance of this interrelationship were
noted in the Final Document of the Tenth Speciat Session of the General Assembly

devoted to disarmament (Assembly resolution S-L0/21, which statess

,'Disarmamentr relaxation of international tension, respect for the right
of self-determination and national independence, the peaceful settlement of
disputes in accordance with the Charter of the United Nations and the
strLngthening of international peace and security are directly related to each

other" (Para. 34).

The document emPhasizes that'.

',The dynamic development of d6tente, encompassing all spheres of
international relations in all regions of the world, with the participation of
all countries, would create conditions conducive to the efforts of States to
end the arms racer which has engulfed the world, thus reducing the danger of
!{ar. progress on d6tente and progress on disarmament mutually complement and

strengthen each other'r (Para. 3) .

118. The interrelations of the process of d6tente and disarmament on the one hand'
and of d6tente and international security, on the other, is also spelt out in the
Declaration on the Deepening and Consolidation of International D6tente of
19 Decembet L977. The Declaration expressed the conviction that the relaxation of
tension and the development of friendly relations among States would be greatly
facilitated by the progress in arms regulation and disarmament negotiations,
particularty in the nuclear fieldr and by the elimination of the threat of war. It
also declared the determination of all States to facilitate the peaceful and speedy

settlement of outstanding international problems and to strive to remove both
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causes and effects of international tension so that relations among States might
evolve in the direct,ion of co-operation and friendship, as well as to strengthen
the role of the United Nations as a primary instrument in the maintenance of
international peace and security by reinforcing both the peace-making and the
peace-keeping capabilities of the Organization.

119. International security and ddtente are linked in many ways. one of the most
obvious is that the international system of security, as established by the Charterof the United Nations, requires the permanent and other members of the Security
Council to be prepared at all times to act collect,ive1y, as mandated by the
Charter. It is very difficult for the Security Council to fulfil its mandate
unless conditions of d6tente prevail.

120. Since d6tente has such a crucial influence on disarmament negotiations and
international security generally; it is essential to foster the conditions in which
it is most likely to be sustained. In addition to what has been mentioned in
previous chapters, much depends on whether improved relations among Governments are
supplemented by strengthening more friendly relations and greater confidence anpngpeoples. A high degree of exchanges and contacts between countries involving al1
levels of society is desirable. The embracing of d6t,ente by many elements ofsociety helps to prevent reversals in government trnlicies wnicn would damage
d6tente, international security and disarmament.

4. D6tent,e and securitv in F.rrope and in
other parts of the world

12I. D6tente should be sustained as a global phenomenon. As a parL of this efforr,
it has been developed in more detail and has proved of great use at the regionallevel in certain areas. It has produced its most visibie practical results in
Europe' where the military confrontation of the two major alliances is particularly
dangerous.

L22. The nature and aim of the process of d6tente is exemplified in the Final Act,of the Conference on Security and Co-operation in Europe, adopted at Helsinki onI August 1975. The Preamble stresses the purpose of improving and intensifying the
relations among the parties and of contribut,ing in Europe to peace, security,justice and co-operation. rt declares the determination of the parties to broaden,
deepen and make lasting the process of d6tente. itre leading themes of the preambleto the chapter on "security in Europetr are as follows: the objective of creating atrue and lasting peace for their peoples, free from any threat Lo or attempt,
against their securityi the need to make d6tente a continuing and an increasingly
viable and comprehensive process universal in scopei the hope for better and closerrelations among them in all fieldsl the necessity of overcoming distrust and of
increasing confidenceg the need for strengthening world peace and security; and the
promotion of fundamental rights, economj.c and social progress and the well_being ofall peoples.

123. The ensuing Declarat,ion enumerates and elaborates 10 principles Guiding
RelaLions between Participating States. The participating States declare their
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determination to respect and put into practice, each of them in their relations
with all other participating States, the said principlesr which are all of prinary
significance. In view of the fundamental nature of these principlesr the
Declaration on Principles Guiding Retations between ParEicipating States of the
Helsinki Final Act is reproduced as an annex to this study.

124. The part of the Final Act dealing with confidence-building measures and
certain aspects of security and disarmament expresses the interest of Lhe
trnrt,icipating States in effort,s aimed at lessening military confrontation and
promoting disarmament, which are designect to complement political d6tente in
Europer and the will to proceed on the basis of the recognition of the
complementary nature of the political and military aspects of security.

125. The Final Act includes detailed guidelines and concrete recommendations for
co-operation in the fields of trade, industry, science and technology, the
environment and other areas of economic activity with a view to reinforcing peace
and security. It also includes detailed provisions on increased cultural and
educational exchanges, broader dissemination of information, contacts between
people and the solution of humanitarian problens with a view to strengthening peace
and understanding among peoples and the spiritual enrichment of the human
personality.

126. Finally, the participating States declare their resolve to continue the
multilateral process initiated by the Helsinki Conference by organizing neetings
between their representatives with a view to a thorough exchange of views both on
the implementation of the provisions of the F"inal Act and in the context of the
guestions dealt with by the Conference, on the deepening of their rnutual relations,
the improvement of security and the developnrent of co-operation in Europer and the
development of the process of d6tente in the future.

L27. ahe Final Act may be considered as providing a political and moral basis for
developing d6tente and a security system in Europe by constituting a code for the
international conduct of the participating States. Similar and appropriate steps
in other parts of the world airned at promoting security and co-operaLion could
be considered as a practical way to advance the universality of d6tente. Despite
progress made towards d6tente in Europe, no disarmament agreements have yet been
reacheci in that region. It is to be hoped that further actions towards disarmament
may be initiateci alongside the implementation of these principles of d6tente as
stipulated in the Final Act of the Helsinki Conference. Progress in disarmament
should include agreement in the current negotiations to reduce armed forces and
armaments in central Europe. Progress in arms limitation and disarmement in EuroPe
should involve both the nuclear and the conventional fields. It would be
facilitated by further development of confidence-building measures in Europe.

L28. In the Final Act of the Helsinki Conference, the participating States declared
"their intention to conduct their relations with alt other states in the spirit of
the principles contained" in the Declaration on Principles Guiding Relations
Between Participating States which constitutes a part of the Final Act.
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L29 - Since ddtente between States depends on mutual confidence that they will adapt
their international conduct to specific recognized principles, failure to comply
with the United Nations Chart,err other sources of int,ernational law anct other
agreed principlesr wherever it may occur, can lead to a loss of momentum or be a
setback to the process of d6tente in other areas, as well as in the world as a
whole, and thereby impeed efforts to promote international security and disarmament.

130. while it is true that Europe is the continent where tensions const,itute thegreatest danger to peace, there are other regions of the worlo with potential
problems. It is an evident fact that, since Lhe charter entered into force, more
than 100 international wars or national wars with international reverberations have
occurred outside Europe. It is, therefore, important to refer to those other
regions. Throughout its independent 1ife, Latin America has tended to seek
peaceful solutions to its disputes, a tendency expressed in many resolutions of
both the Pan-American system and the inter-American system. However, the first
international Latin American instrument with its own characteristics in the fieldof arms limitation is the Treaty for the Prohibition of Nuclear Weapons in Latin
America, or Treaty of Tlatelolco.

131. Where d6tente through arms reduction is concerned, consideration should begiven to the 1974 Declaration of Ayacuctro, in which eight South American States
decided to create conditions for the effective limitation of armaments and to
terminate their acquisition for offensive purposes, and the 1978 Declaration of
Washington' in which the Foreign Ministers of the Andean countries reaffirmed theprinciples of the Declarat,ion of Ayacucho with reference to the limitation of
conventional weapons.

5. Non-governmental organizations, the media and d6tente

132. The pubtic can have a direct and immediate role in promoting d6tent,e anrf thisisr thereforer an area in which non-governmental organizations and the media couldfunction most effectively. Non-governmental organizations, representing the
various elements of societyr exist throughout the world. Despite the diversity of
their interests and differences in their status within each State, these
organizations can influence basic views and at,titudes both of the people and oftheir Governments. Non-governmental organizations can affect the degree to which
d6tente is accepLed at all nationar and international levers.

I33' rnternational dialogue is not restricted to Governments. Non-governmental
organizations are also able to communicate at the international level. The views
and actions of millions of people around the globe are likely to exert an
increasing inftuence on such matters as o6tente, internat,ional security and
disarmament. In particular, contacts and dialogue between scient,ists at the
international level should be promoted. Their expertise on matters related to the
consequences of modern warfare may give an irnportant impetus for a wider
involvement of the public in efforts to safeguard peace. The oialogue ofscientists can also be helpful in efforts to solve conflicts and to reduce
international tension.
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134. The trntential impact of mass media on d6tente is substantial. Flrrther efforts
are required to examine how the media can best contribute to fostering d6tente, to
helping strengthen international security and to facilitat'ing disarmament.

B. Internat,ional co-operation as a means of strengthening
Promotinq disarmanent

135. Relations among States irrespective of differences between themr can be

improved through co-operation in the political, economic, scientific,
technological, socialr cultural and humanitarian fields. The development of
Co-operation, exchanges and contacts between States as well aS among

non-governmental organizations and individuals of different countries can help to
promote d6tente and good relations as well as mutual confidence and trust.

136. International co-operation basecl on the principles of the United Nations
Charter and of relevant resolutions of the United Nations General Assembly tends to
prottpte peace and security by strengthening the ties between countries,
establishing relations between them based on mutual benefit and making each country
directly interested in the development of the international community free from
confronlation or conflict. the eifectiveness of co-operation is best ensured by a
rest,ructuring of international economic relations on a just and democratic basis.
In additionr it is facilitated when exchanges and progralnnes are not confineo to
relations betvteen Governments but involve all sectors of society.

137. It is increasingly recognized that unless apPropriate steps are taken to
expand international economic co-operation and to reduce the existing gap between
developed and developing countriesr and generally to correct the inegualities
prevailing in the economic field, new tensions and conflicts could be generated.
On the other hand, greater international econornic co-operation in the conmon

interest of alt States would create favourable conditions for strengthening peace

and security in the world and, thus, for slowing the pace of the arms race.

138. Regional co-operation is envisaged and encouraged in the Charter of the
United Nations and is exemplified by certain developments in nrodern international
relations.

139. In Latin America there is a long tradition of regional co-operation and a
number of permanent institutions and modalities have been created to promote it' to
reduce tensions and to settle disputes in the region. Over the years these have

reduced some possible sources of conflict and have strengthened regional security.
In addition to the adoption of disarmament or arms limitation measures, various
instruments of internabional co-operation have been established which come within
the concept defined in Chapter VIII of the Charter, as well as regional or
subregional instruments of economic co-operation. These can be considered as
measures that contribute to the building of confidence and, hence, of international
secur ity.
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140. Since 1963, when the Organization of African Unity (OAU) was founded, there
has been a steady development of instruments and means of co-operat,ion in Africa.
The oAU has played a positive role in building good relations among African States
and its annual summit meetings of Heads of State and Government have helped to
resolve numerous regional disputes and prevented and limited the spread of certain
conflicts within Africa.

I41. In the last decade, political and other forms of co-operation among European
countries have intensified and are now a regular practice. These contacts vrere
conducive to reducing and removing certain differences and misunderstandings.
Bilatera1 contacts helped to open the way towards greater co-operation and regional
security. As regards nultilateral co-operat,ion, the Conference on Security and
Co-operation in Europe was an important milestone in this respect.

L42. In Asia, the five members of the Association of Southeast Asian Nations
(ASEAN) have developed various forms of co-operation.

143. Economic co-operation between countries in such matters as trade,
co-production and scientific and technical exchanges provides strong ties between
them at different levels in society and gives to each an economic stake in the
preservation of peace. Provided that they are based on principles of equal rights
and non-discrimination, comnercial and economic ties and the practical,
businesslike relations they give rise to, can also serve as a solid basis for
peaceful political and other relations.

144. while the development of various forms of economic co-operat,ion has been going
on internationally' different tlpes of international economic integration have
becqne a reality, regionally or subregionally. Without discussing the implications
of one type of economic integration or another, the further expansion of
international co-operation by expanded economic ties between countries
participating in different integration structures and between integration groupings
appears desirable and conducive to the strengthening of international security in a
given region.

145. Ttre effect's of regional co-operation in terns of regional arms reduction may
aPpear in the form of specific disarmament, agreement,s. In other cases, it is more
tikely that regional co-operation, through its effect on regional security, will
induce mutual restraint in armament,s progranmesr thus preventing or moderating arms
races which are regional in origin.

146. In conclusion, the various modes of co-operation considered here provide means
for strengthening security localIy and for moderating regional arms compet,ition.
As such, they can contribute significantly to international peace and security and
thus also improve the prospects for global arms limitations.
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CHAPTER V

THE RELATIONSHIP BET9IEEN SPECIFIC DISARMAMENT
MEA^9URES AND INIERNATIONAL SECURITY

A. General

147. Efforts since the Second World War to achieve disarmament have resulted in a
number of multilateral and bilateral treaties and other agreements. !! With only
one exception, namely the Biological weapons Conventionr which provided for Lhe
destruction of all biological weapons and toxins, these treaties and agreerents
were all in the field of the regulation or limitation of armaments and most of them
dealt primarily with nuclear armaments. Ttris is true' in particular, of the
bilaLeral agreements, the great majority of which vrere concluded between the Union
of Soviet Socialist Republics and the United States of America.

148. Although those treaties and agreements are different'in scope and
significance, they have helped to demonstrate the possibitity of making progress
tovrards disarmament and they provide a body of experience that can serve well in
the search for nelr accords. Without those treaties and agreementsr the arms race
would have assumed even more menacing proportions.

149. Some of them, for instancer the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear
Weapons and the SALT I agreements, have had a restraining effect on some aspects of
the arms race. In additionr others have prohibited the expansion of the arms race,
at least as regards certain types of weaponsT to new regions, such as Latin
America, and environmentsr such as outer space and the sea-bed.

150. These treaties and agreements have not been sufficient, however, to halt and,
still less, to reverse the global arms race which, in many dr€ttsr is proceeding at
a faster pace today than ever before. Inoeed, it has become increasingly clear
throtrgh the yearsr that the pace of technological innovation in the nilitary field
is much faster than the pace of disarmament efforts.

151. It is evident, therefore, that a broader and more effective strategy is needed
to stop the arms race and to begin a process of reduction in armamentsr armed
forces and military expenditures, together with a progressive strengthening of
international security based on the Principles and Purposes of the United Nations
as set forth in the Charter.

152. As nuclear vreapons pose a threat to the very survival of mankind, they should
be given high priority in efforts to stop the arms race and to start the process of
real disarmament. There is no less urgencyr however, to halt and reverse the
convential arms race. Like the nuclear arms race, the continuing conventional
arms race negatively affects most spheres of international lifel eroding security
and perpetuating international tensions. In fact, both the nuclear and the

9/ See Status of Multilateral Arms Regulation and Disarmament Aqreements,
(United Nations publicat,ion (Sales No. 8.78.IX.2) i and United Nations Disarmament
Yearbook tor L978, 1979 and f980).
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conventional arms races contribute to a climate of insecurity and confrontations
and, in so doingr tend to fuel each other.

153. States contemplating a particular disarmament mesaure will evaluate it in
terms of its effect on security. This evaluation may vary in each case and take
into account, inter alia, the manner in which the measure is affecting the over-all
military situat,ion, the existing level of confidence, the extent of
confidence-building measures, the degree of d6tente, the scope and the nature of
the verification measures envisaged, the effectiveness of such security assurances
as may be required and the effectiveness of the United Nations in maintaining and
strengthening international security.

B. Specific measures in the nuclear field

154. Nuclear weaPons pose a great danger to international security, indeed to the
survival of humanity. This is true not only of the intercontinental strat,egic
systems but alsor because of the great risk of escalation which their use would
entail' of the medium-range and tactical nuclear vreaponsr designed for a supposecily
limited role. Agreements to hart the testing, production and ciepro)rment of nuclear
weapons and their means of delivery would contribute significantly to stopping the
nuclear arms racer would greatly facilitate efforts to prevent the spread of
nuclear weapons to new countries and would create a new climate conducive to the
full implementation of the United Nations Charter system for maintaining
international peace and security. Negotiations to this effect should therefore
start or Proceed without delay, in the framework most conduci.ve to rapid progress.

155. The SALT II treaty between the USSR and the United States on the limitation of
strat'egic offensive arms' if ratified, would make an important contribution to
disarmament and int,ernational security. Ttre parties should at the earliest
possible time resume the SALT negotiations, preserving all the posltive elements
that have so far been achieved in that area.

156. In t,he SALT III negotiations, the two parties should concentrale on reaching
the goals stated in the Joint Statement of principles and basic guidelines for
subsequent negotiat,ions on the limitat,ion of strategic arms agreed in the cont,ext
of SALT II. This includes the substantial and significant reduction in the number
of strategic offensive arms and gualitative limitation of strategic offensive arms,
including restrictions on development, testing, and deployment of new types of
strategic offensive arms and on the modernization of existing strategic offensive
arms in all their aspects.

I57. From the point of view of international security, current trencis in the
development of nuclear delivery vehicles towards very high accuracy, irrespective
of their ranges, pose a particularly imlrcrtant threat as they may be perceived as
providing a capability to destroy certain nuclear forces of the other side in a
first striker thus encouraging a further build-up of nuclear arsenals. To increase
internabional securityr to strengthen strategic stabilit,y and to contain the
nucrear arms race, a strong case can therefore be made for giving high priority to
the negot,iation of limitations on the most destabilizing weapons, particularly
high-accuracy weapons capable of being usecl in a first-strike role, thereby
reducing and averting the risk of surprise attack, as called for in the SALT II
agreemenus.

/...
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158. Early progress in the field of strategic arms limitation is particularly
important at presenL as several of the new nuclear delivery systems which are in
the process of development and deployment would be difficult to control through
verification so that, mutual linitations on their numbers would be extremely
difficult to negotiate.

159. Some experts held that the Committee on Disarmament should begin without delay
substantive negotiations on ending the production of all types of nuclear weaPons
and, taking into account progress in the conventional fieldr should reduce the
stockpiles until they have been completely destroyed. The negotiat,ion should deal
with the whole spectrum of problems of nuclear disarmament and, among othersr
consideration should be given, in the first instance, to agreement on a moratorium
on the production of nuclear weapons, as a first step by the two major
nuclear-weapons Powers to be joined by the others at a later stage. Other priority
measures should include the cessat.ion of the qualitative improvement of nuclear
lreapons and cessation of the production of fissionable materials for military
prrposes. Agreement should be reached on the necessary verification measures.
With respect to some measures of nuclear disarmament mentioned above, it may be
necessary for oLher political and legal steps to be taken to strengthen
international security. Some other Experts disagreed with the above-mentioned
approaeh to the problems of nuclear disarmament. They stressed that the Comnittee
on Disarmament should begin without delay substantive negotiations on ending the
product,ion of all types of nuclear weapons and gradually reducing their stockpiles
until they had been completely destroyed. They emphasized Lhat at those
negotiations the problem of ending the production of nuclear weapons should be
considered as one of the central problems. Ho\,veverr they underlined that an
understanding on such a serious matter could be viable and could correspond to the
principle of undiminisheci security only if it were an integral part of a general
progranme of nuclear disarmament and if it covered all nuclear Powers. These
experts were also convinced that the elaboration and'implementation of measures in
the field of nuclear disarmament must proceed in parallel with, and be inseparably
connected to, the strengthening of political and international legal guarantees of
security of St,ates.

160. Negotiations between the Unit,ed St,ates and the USSR concerning strategic
nuclear weapons in Europer begun in October 1980, should be resumed without delay
and brought to a conclusion at the earliest possible time. They shoutd be based on
the principles of equality and equal security and should realize reductions in
existing rdeapons and prevent the future deployment of these and new weapons by the
parties, thus aiming for a balance at, a lower level of these armaments in Europe.

16I. The effects of military research and development in the arms race can, in
certain cases, be curbed by agreements to restrain testing of new vteapons and
vreapons systems implemented as a partial disarmament measure or as part of wider
disarmament arrangements.

162. For example, an important step towards halting the nuclear arms race would be
early agreement on the complete cessation of nuclear-r,teapons testing by all
States. Negotiations, therefore, on a comprehensive ban on the testing of all
nuclear weapons should be completed by the United States, the Soviet Union and the
United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland.
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163. A contribution to the curbing of the nuclear arms race is being provided by
the Treaty on the \Ion-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons. If nuclear rreapons were to
spread, the result would be growing tension in the affected areas of the world and
a greatly increased nuclear threat to all people. the accession of all countries
to the Treaty on the l,lon-Proliferat,ion of Nuclear Weapons, or Eheir active
participation in other ways in strengthening the non-proliferation 169ime, would be
most desirable. A way to facilitate this adherence would be progress in the
implementation of Article VI p/ of the Treaty on tt&cn-Proliferation of Nuclear
Weapons' including a comprehensive nuclear-weapons test ban and agreement to halt
the production of nuclear weapons and reduce stockpiles with a view to their
eventual complete elimination and also progress in the negotiation of other
measures mentioned in the preceding paragraphs.

164. Nuclear-weapon-free zones in various parts of the world, established on the
initiative of respective States and in the spirit of the Final Document of the
Tenth Special Session of the General Assemb1y, devoted to disarmament, would make a
significant contribution to both disarmament and the strengthening of international
security. The Treaty of Tlatelo1co, which establishes in Latin America the only
nuclear-ldeapon-free zone in populated areas of the world' demonstrq,ted that
problems arising from the establishnent of such zones can be resolved
satisfactorily. Attempts to create such zones in other regions deserve support and
encouragement.

C. Prohibition of other tvpes of weapons of mass destruction

155. In addition to effective measures of nuclear disarmamenb, measures are needed
to ban other exist,ing r,reapons of mass destruction. Ftrrthermore, practical steps
are required to prevent science and technology from being used to create new
weapons of mass destruction. As early as 1948, a concept was developed in the
United Nations that weapons of mass destruction should be defined to include atomic
explosive \reapons, radioactive material weapons, lethal chemical and biological
weaponsr EInd any h'eapons developed in the future which have charact,erist.ics
comparable in destructive effect to those of the atomic bomb or other weapons
mentioned above. !/
166. While biological weapons have been cornpletely outlawed, as a result of the
Convention on the Prohibition of the Development,, Production and Stockpiling of
Bacteriological (Bj.ological) and Toxin Weapons and on Their Destruction, which
entered into force in 1975r only the use of chemical weapons has been banned so far
(Geneva Protocol of 1925), but, not their development, production and stockpiling.
In the past few decadesr scientific and technological advances have greatly
increased the destructive potential of chemical weapons. The development of new

g/ Article VI: "Each of the Parties to the Treaty undertakes to pursue
negotiations in good faith on effective measures relating to cessation of the
nuclear arms race at an early date and to nuclear disarmament, and on a treaty on
general and semplete disarmament under stricl and effective international control.r'

llJ See General Assembly resolution 35/156 c, first paragraph of the preamble.
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chemical weapons, particularly binary v/eapons, would endanger security further and
may complicate the successful solution of the problem of prohibiting chemical
weapons. The Snssibility that their large-scale use could also have deleterious
and irreversible effect,s on the environment adds to the sense of revulsion and
insecurity which that class of weapons has always engendered.

167. General, complete and verifiable prohibition of the development, production
and stockpiling of all tlpes of chemical weapons and agreement on their destruction
is one of the most important, and most complex problems in the field of
disarmament. At present, several States possess chemical weapons and many have the
ability to produce them in substantj.at quantities, which increases the danger that
they may be used in armed conflicts. Therefore, it is essential, in the interest
of international security, to make all negotiations in this area succeed so as to
conclude an international convention on the subject as guickly as possible.

168. At present, the Comrnittee on Disarmament has before it an agreed joint
USSR-United States proposal to ban radiological weaponsr' the two Polrers having
submitted the major elements of a treaty prohibiting the developmenL, production,
stockpiling and use of those r,ireapons. The early conclusion of such a treaty, as
stat,ed in General Assenbly resolution 35,/156 G of 12 December 19g0, would serve to
spare mankind grave potential dangers and thereby contribute to strengthening peace.

D. Disarmament measures relating to space

169. Agreements concluded so far do not ban the deployinent in space of weapons
which do not fall under the definition of weapons of mass destruction. This
problem should be given furt,her consideration with a view to keeping space free
from any !{eapons and to preventing this environment fron becoming a nevr sphere of
the arms race and a nevr source of tension between States. It should be noted that
technology in this field is moving fast and that the matt,er is one of urgency.

E. SPecific disarmament measures in the field of conventional armaments

170. Concurrently with nuclear disarmament and the limitation and prohibition of
other existing or possible types of weatrnns of mass destruction, decisive efforts
must be made to limit and gradually reduce armed forces and conventional
armaments. The Final Document of the Tenth Special Session on disarmament statess

rrTogether with negotiations on nuclear disarmament rneasures, the
limitat,ion and gradual reduction of armed forces and conventional r,reapons
should be resolutely pursued within the framework of progress towards general
and complete disarmamenL. States with the largest military arsenals have a
special responsibility in pursuing the process of conventional armaments
reductions." (General Assembly resolution S-L0/21 para. 81.)
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The General Assembly has discussed the question of conventional weapons disarmament
on other occasions as well. lV

171. An important impact in terms of international security would be obtained if in
disarmament negot,iations involving limitations on arnred forces and armarnentsr
nuclear as well as conventional, the parties indicated which weapons systems they
considered as being particularly destabilizing and contributing most to their
perceptions of insecurity. These considerations shoutd be duly taken into account
in the elaboration of agieements without prejudice to the principle of eguality and

undiminished security. By addressing the particular hteapons mentioned above' it
would be lnssible to enhance over-all security, even in those cases where an exact
balance oi forces might, be difficult to achieve because of inherent asymmet,ries.

I72. Ttre regional context is particularly relevant in relation to conventional
disarmament. Security concerns in each particular region have a most direct imPact
on the possibility of achieving substantial arms limitation. A relaxation of
tension, progress in the solution of outstanding problems in each region, and a

strengthening of the system of international security would help to create an

atmosphere in which States would show greater willingness to accept reductions of
conventional arms. Conversely, balanced reductions of conventronai arms ancl armed
forces would greatly increase security in regions and, as a consequencer at the
international leve}, bY reducing the likelihood of war.

173. In Europer where the level of armaments is particularly high, security would
be increased and the development of odtente would be facilitated if agreement was

reached in the negotiations which have been under way since 1973 in Vienna on the
mutual reduction of armed forces and armaments in Central Europe. Lowering the
level of military confrontation in Europe in the conventional field, in the nuclear
field, or bothr would help to strengthen security both regionally and globally.
There is a definite link between conventional and nuclear weapons in Europe and any
agreement should take into account both categories of weapons.

L74. In other regions, the problems involved in conventional disarmament and the
approach to their solution are in many cases different. They may relate to certain
regional conflicts which have not been settled and, in some cases' to interference
in the internal affairs of States contrary to the principles of the United Nations
set forth in the Charter.

175. Even though it represents only a limited part of the weapons produceo
globally, the int,ernational transfer of arms constitutes a serious problem.
Measures to deal with it must, of courser be seen in the conLext also of weapons
production in the recipient countries concerned. The Soviet Union and the United

LsJ In 1980, the General Assembly, in resolution 351156 A' not adopted by

consensusr dpproved in principler the carrying out of a stucly on all asPects of the
conventional arms race and on disarmament relating !o conventional weapons and
armed forces to be undertaken by the Secretary-General with the assistance of a

group of qualified experts. After having been extensively discussed at tbe 1981

session of the Disarmament Commission, the guestion of the scope and terms of
reference for such a study is not yet settled.

/...
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States conducted talks on the limitation of such transfers from 1977 to the end of
L978, when the talks were suspended. Progress towards curbing active promotion of
arms transfers by suppliers would have a restraining effect on the global arms race
and would strengthen internat,ional security. On the other hand, restraints on
international arms transfers, if they are to strengthen international security,
must take fully into account the legitimate security reguirements of recipient
countries and the inalienable rights to self-determination and independence of
peoples under colonial or foreign domination. Therefore, consultations on these
issues should include all the parties concerned as called for in paragraph 95 of
the Fina1 Document of the Tenth Special Session of the General Assembly devoted to
disarmament.

F. Confidence-buildinq measures

176. Measures for creating an atmosphere of confidence between States are of great
imtrnrtance in establishing and strengthening international security and the
security of each State, in deepening the process of d6tente and in creating a more
propitious climate for disarmament. As indicated previously, there is a close
interrelationship between confidence-building measures, d6tente and hatting the
arms race.

I77. To achieve their aims, confidence-building measures must address themselves
directly to the issues which produce insecurity and lack of confidence between
States generally or within the region concerned. In Europe, fot example, the vast
accunulation of armaments is a prirnary source of insecurity, and
confidence-building measures in that region have, therefore, been designed mainly
to diminish the apprehensions that might be caused by the conduct of nilitary
activities such as large-scale exercises or manoeuvres. In other regions or
between particular pairs of countriesr the strengthening of mutual confidence may
require similar or other means such as the establishnent of lhot lines", regular
consultations on security guestions, the exchange of certain types of inf,ormation,
undertakings to respect certain recognized norms of international conduct, mutual
recognition of existing frontiers, and military disengagements in certain areas.
Further measures to reduce the risk of war by accident, miscalculation or failure
of conrmunications, particularly between the nuclear Powers, should also be pursued.

178. In Europe, the procedures have now been established by the Final Act of the
Conference on Security and Co-operation in Europe for taking additional measures to
strengthen confidence among States. The Final Act considers confidence-building
measures under the following headings: prior notification of najor military
manoeuvres; prior notification of other military manoeuvresi exchange of observersi
prior not.ification of major nilitary movementsi and other confidence-building
measures. It is to be hoped that these measures may be expanded along with further
development of d6tente in Europe. Some of the confidence-building measures adopted
or considered for Europe could serve as examples to be applied to other regions and
continents.

L79. hrrsuant to General Assembly resolutLon 34/87 B, a study on confidence-
building measures is being conducted by the Secretary-General with the assistance
of a group of governmental experts.
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CHAPTM V]

DISARMAMENT, ]NTERNATIOIVAL SECURITY AND THE ROLE OF THE
UN]TM IIATIONS I}T THE MAINTEMNCE OF PEACE AND IN THE
]MPLE\4ENTATION OF THE SYSTEM OF INTMNATIOI{AL LEGAL
ORDXR A}]D SECURITY AS PROVIDED FOR IN THE CT{ARTM OF THE

UNITED NATIONS

A. General

:-BO. Earlier in this report, particularly in chapter II, reference has becn
mad.e to the Charter provisions for disarmament and to the Charter system of
international security.

181. Maintenance of international peace anct security is the forenost purpose of
the United. Nations as set forth in its Chartet'. To this endo the authority ancl
effectiveness of the Organization on the basis of its Charter shoul-d be
strengthened. The United Nations is an essential instrument for preserving peace,
increasing international security and d,eveloping international co-operation.

t8e. ffre strengthening of the authority and effectivenss of the United. Nations,
on the basis of strict implementation of the Charter, vould facilitate progress
in the field. of d.isarmament and. thereby contribute to the improvement of
international security. At the same time, effective disarmament measures would
contribute to the strengthening of the role of the United. Nations and to increasing
the effectiveness of the Organization. i'.Iithin the framcwork of the United- Nations
systm of intenational security, implemented as envisaged in the Charter, there is
room for far-reaching disarmament measures of al-l- types"

B. Analysis of the effectiveness of the United. ltrationg_Fystglq.
for maintenance of international peace and security_

l-83. The Charter of the United. Nations provides a wide range of possibil-ities for
maintaining international peace and" security. These possibilities renain valid.
more than 35 years after their adoption in the cond.itions of a rapid.ly changing
vorld. Acting in accord.ance with its Charter, the United Nations has mad.e
contributions to the strengthening of peace and to the nitigation of international
conflicts. These contributions have assisted in saving nankind from a nev world
var d.uring more than three decades. The United. Nations r"ras instrumental in ad"opting
many useful clecisions relating to the maintenance of international security, to
disarnament, to the el-imination of injustices and inequalities in internationaf
economic relations, to the abolition of colonialism and racism, and- to the
development of agreed norms of international law. The United Nations Security
Council played. an important role in the settlment of a number of international-
conflicts which could have l-ed to major military conflagration.

1B)+. In add.ition, it should. be noted that not all capabilities enbod.ied in the
United. Nations Charter have been fuI1y utilized.. The reason for this lies not in
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the provisions of the Charter but in the fact that the political will of l,{ember
States to use effectively the potential of the Organization has been substantiallv
laelcing. The effectiveness of the Organization depends first and. foremost upon
the read.iness of Member States to fulfil their obligations under the Charter, to
co-operate and. to seek agreed solutions especially when the maintenance of
international peace and security is at stake.

185. aftnough, as just stated, means were provid"ed in t-he Charter to enable the
United Nations to maintain international peace ancl security effectively, Member
States could. not always agree on their effective use. Particularly, the ability
of the major Powers to co-operate in the United. Nations to strengthen international-
security has been insufficient. Their inclination to interpret various d.evelopments
in the world in the perspective of their nutual- rel-atj.onships often mad.e it
difficult for the United. Nations to fulfil the rol-e of maintaining international
peace and- security in the manner envisaged. in the Charter. fhis could not but
ad.versely affect the confidence in the ability of the United Nations to handle
conflict situations effectively. There have al-so been occasions when issues have
not been brought before the Security Council early enough to avert the outbreak
of nilitary conflict. Nor has the Security Council allrays been abJ.e to act to
bring eonfl-icts to an end. Furthermore, it is a matter of serious concern that
some d.uIy adopted d.ecisions of the Security Council concerning the maintenanee
of international- peace and- seeurity remain unimplemented.. This may make States,
especially sma1] States ' less inclined. to turn to the Security Council for the
sol-ution of their relevant problems.

C. ProPosals for impiementing the United. I\Tations Charter
system of international r:eace and securitv

1. Effective inplgnenlation of Security Council decisions

186. The Charter of the United Nations states that Menbers of the United Nations
agree to accept and carry out the decisions of the Security Council in accord.ance
rvith the Charter (Articfe 25). It foll-or.rs that any failu"e otr the part of Member
States to implenent the d.ecisions of the Security Council constitutes a violation
of the Charter obligations" Furthermore, paragraph ) of Articl-e 2 of the Charter
provid.es:

A1l Members shal1 give the United. llations every assistance in any action
it takes in accord.ance with the present Charter, and- shall- refrain from
giving assistance to any State against which the United. Nations is taking
preventive or enforcement action.

Consequently, it is not the Charter of the United. Nations that should. be bl-a"rned.
for the lack of effectiveness of Security Council d.ecisions, but the Member States,
includ.ing members of the Security Council, for failure to irnplement them.

f87. nffective implementation of the Security Council d.ecisions is central- to the
whol-e structure of the United Nations in its responsibility for international peace
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and. security under the Charter. The strengthening of the United. Nations to a large
extent depends upon the effectiveness of the Security Council, r,rhich is primarily
responsible for the maintenance of international peace and security and whose
d"ecisions should be carried, out without fail by all Member States.

2. Approaches to implementation of Article l+3

188. Articl-e I of the Charter refers to "effective coll-ective measurestt for
maintaining the peace and security of nations and., among these, Chapter VIf spells
out the enforcement measures" Member States und.ertook in Article 43 of Chapter VfI

"".. to make avail-abl-e to the Security Council , on its call- and. in accord.anee
r^rifh n cnanjgl agreement or agreements, armed. forees, assistance and
rqnilirr'oo includ"ing rights of passage, necessary for the purpose of
mninJ-qinino inlgrnational peace and" security. Sueh agreement or agreements
shal-l govern the numbers and. types of forces, their degree of read.iness and
general location, and the nature of the facil-ities and assistance to be
provid.ed. "

The Charter al-so stipulates in Articl-e l+3 that the "agreement or agreements sha1l be
negotiated. as soon as possibl-e on the initiative of the Security Council. They
shal-l- be concluded betlreen the Security Council- and Members or between the Security
Council- and groups of Members and shatl be subject to ratification by the
signatory States in accordance with their respective constitutional processestt.
Such agreements, to be initiated by the Security Council-, in accord.ance with
Article 43 of the Charter, r,rouJ-d- provide the Council with the resources for the
maintenance of international peace and security, the use of r,,rhich would. be
dependent upon d.ecisions of the Security Council, in accord.ance witfr Articl-e 27
of the Charter. These agreements are a prescri.bed part of the fu11 inplementation
of the system for international peace and security through the United Nations.

189" It should. be noted., however, that up to the present, no such agreement or
agreements have been concl-uded in spite of statements by some Member States dating
back at least to 196\e concerning their read.iness to make avail-able to the
Security Council contingents of their armed. forees and to concl-ude appropriate
agreements lrith the Council" It niight be useful if Member States so willing would
once again display their read.iness to enter into negotiations with the Security
Council for the concl-usion of agreements under Article )+3.

f90. ft is important to increase the read.iness of the Security Council for prompt
and. effective action. This can be achieved., in particular, by the concl-usion of
the agreements mentioned. in Article 43 of the Charter. This rroufd. provide evidence
that the Members of the United Nations were determined to take ad.d.itional steps
for the maintenance of international peace and security ancl would. create a better
psychological climate for progress in the fields of both international seeurity and.
d.isarmament.
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3. United. Nat*ions presence in conflict situations

191. The presence of the United. Nations, acting und.er its Charter, has helped to
promote peace in many conflict situations. In some cases, these efforts have
prevented conflicts from assuming greater proportions. Thus, they have hel-pe6
to strengthen international- security and. reduce tensions among States. fn so
d.oing they may al-so have helped to create better conditions for disarmament inparticular cases.

l-92" The United Nations presence in conflict situations has taken a variety of
forrns. 0n occasion the United. Nations has provid.ed. administrative and technical
personnel when conflict has caused. a serious d.isruption in the basic services of
a State" United. Nations personnel have al-so helped. to inhibit conflict by acting in
observer roles, whether on armistice lines or in elections held in situations
associated.r'rith the end of colonial rule. fn three eases, the United. Nations took
action referring expressly to Chapter VfI of the Charter to maintain peace and to
bring a conflict situation to an end. These were the cases of Palestine in l9l+8,
south Africa in rgTT and Rhodesia in 1966-1979" 16/

193. Conflict situations have also" in some cases, been mitigated. by a United.
Nations presence in the form of contingents of armed. forees, deployed. with the
consent of the St.ate on whose territory the forces would operate. In most cases the
contingents have been interposed. between hostile forces. Such operations, of
course, cannot be considered. as a substitute for the ful-J- implementation of the
Charter provisions on the maintenance of peace and international security.

194. Although some experts take the position that United. Nations peace-keeping
operations are not provided. for in the Charter, and. although by their nature
those operations are dependent on the consent of the receiving State, nevertheless,
a number of such operations carried. out legitimately by the Security Council
facilitated the elimination of tension and. helped, avert military confrontation.

195. United Nations peace-keeping operations fall- under the authority of the
Security Council and should be d.ecid.ed upon and conducted. by it in fu]l and
strict accordance r.rith the Charter of the United. Nations.

196, fnternational peace and security would. be enhanced. if the Security Couneil
were to utilize existing Charter provisions to mahe timely assessments of sensitive
situations alnong Member States. This could be d.one, for example, through periodic
or special neetings of the Council- as provided for in Article 28, paragraph 2, of
the Chartere on occasion at the leve1 of top lead.ers, as the situation may require.
Such procedures may open up possibilities of conflict prevention measures by the
Council anil thereby forestal-l the emergenc,e of military conflicts " thus significantly
strengthening international peace and security. It would be important to invite,
as appropriate, States not members of the Security Council to participate in these
d.el-iberations, in accordance with Article 31 of the charter.

t6l see A/ Ac.l82lsR. 5\ "
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4" The United. Nations role in the peacefuf settlement
of d.isputes

197" The Charter of the United Nations obl-iges Member States parties to any
dispute, the continuance of r.rhich is like1y to end.anger the maintenance of
internati.onal peace and security, first of al.l- to seek a sol-ution by negotiation,
inquiry" mediation, concifiation, arbitration, jud.icial settlement, resort to
regional agencies or arrangements, or other peaceful means of their own choice"
At the same time, the Charter provid.es that the Security Council- shal1, when it
deems necessarye encourage pacific settlement by calling on the parties to settle
their d.ispute by such means and that it nay investigate any d,ispute or situation
in ord.er to d.etermine r'rhether its continuance is 1ike1y to end.anger the maintenance
of international peace and security. Tt nay al-so reeommend appropriate procedures
or methods of ad.justment" On the other hand., should the parties to a d.ispute
which is likely to end.anger international peace anil security fail to settl-e it by
the above-mentioned peaceful- means, they shal1 refer it to the Security Colrncil
'rvhich, in its turn, shatl d.ecid.e whether to take action under Articl-e 36 or to
recommend, such terms of settlement as it may consider appropriate (article 3T) "

198. Direct negotiation between the parties concernecl is the means most widely
used. for settling international disputes ancl a means r,rhich has consid.erable
f'lexihi]itw a.nd can often be effective. It is a]-so d.esirable for States to
establish general procedures and. guid.elines which wouId. facil-itate mutual
understanding and mahe it l-ess l-ikeJ.y that disputes rEould. reach a l-evel that woul-d
pose serious problems for international security.

199" The Charter of the United. Nations provid.es that the 1egal disputes betr^reen
States shouJ-d, as a general- rule, be referred. by the parties to the fnternational
Court of Justice in accord.ance with the provisions of the Statute of the Court,
l,ihich forms an integral part of the Charter. In accord-ance r,rith Articte pL of the
Charter the judgement of the Court can be given effect by recourse to the Security
Council , which may, if it d-eems necessary, make recommenilations or decid"e upon the
appropriate measures to that end-.

200. ivlember States are ob]-iged under the Charter to settle their international
disputes by peaceful means" A d.anger to the maintenance of international security
or a breach of the peace can therefore onJ-y arise when the 'oarties to the d.ispute
fail to agree on the means of peacefuf settlement to be applied or when such
agreed means fail to resol-ve the d.ispute effectively.

201. In its Article 35, paragraph 2, the Statute of the International- Court of
Justice provides that States Parties to it may deelare that they recognize the
jurisdiction of the Court in al-l 1ega1 disputes concerning speeified cases as
compulsory ipso facto and. without special agreement in retation to any other State
accepting the same obligation. This provision offers certain facilities for
States to avoj.d. or solve the problems mentioned. in the previous paragraph by
accepting beforehand certain proced-ures to be applied in case agreement on something
else cannot be reached. This possibility, which has not been used" by many Member
States, in no i,ray impairs the responsibilities and prerogatives of the Security
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Council under Chapter VI of the Charter and does in no way inply direct or indirect
pressure on the free choice of peaceful means for settling international d.isputes.

202. Future treaties and other international agreements among States shouldo
wherever possible, incJ-ude proced.ures for the settlement of disputes that may arise
out of the implementation of the terms of such agreements and. treaties.

,. Principle of pon*use of and refraining from uss: of
foree in international relations

203. To have effective international security it is essential- that Member States
refrain from using their armed forces except in strict accordance with the
provisions of the Charter of the United. Nations. Under the Charter it is a prinary
obligation of Member States to refrain from the threat or use of force against the
territorial integrity or political independence of any State or in any other
manner lnconsistent with the purposes of the United. Nations (Articte 2 of the
Charter). The Charter also upholds the inherent right of ind.ividual or co1leetive
sel-f-defence. This right may be invoked. if an armed. attack oecurs and until the
Security Council- has taken measures necessary to maintain international- peace and
seeurity. Measures taken in the exercise of the right of sel-f-defence must be
immed.iately reported to the Security Council- and. d.o in no way affect the authority
and responsibility of the Council to act und.er the Charter (Artj.cle 51). It is
important that these Charter provisions be fuI1y respected..

20)+, A war of aggression constitutes a crime against peacee for which there is
responsibility und.er international law. Every State has the obligaticn to refrain
from the threat or use of force to violate the international- boundaries of another
State or as a means of sol-ving other international d.isputes. Nor should. the
territory of a State be the object of nilitary occupation resulting from the use
of force in contravention of the provisions of the Charter. Furthermore, the
teruitory of a State shoufd not be the object of acquisition by another State
resulting from the threat or use of force.

205. The use of armed forces of one State which are within the territory of another
State r.rith the agreement of the receiving Stateu in contravention of the conditions
provid"ed- for in the agreement or any extension of their presence in such territory-
beyond the termination of the agreement wouJ.d constitute aggression and. thus be in
contravention of the Charter of the United Nations. It is also relevant that any
actions of States must be in fu11 accord.ance with the provisions of the Charter
and. other recognized norms of international Iaw.

206. Article 2, paragraph I of the Charter of the United. Nations provides that
nothing contained in it sha1l authorize the United- Nations to intervene in matters
which are essentially within the domestic jurisd.iction of any State" However, in
certain circumstances, for exa:npfe when gross discrinination is involvedo situations
may d.evelop in such a way as to endanger international peace and security. As
srrnh these sitrrations r^rou1d. come und.er the Charter provisions on the maintenance
of international peace and security.
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)n'7 ni ffi nrrl + rcvt. DLL.I-LUu:-L problems are involved., for example, in determining under whateonditions a matter essentially r,rithin the domestic jurisdicti.on of a State woul-d.
l-ose that quality and become a threat to international peace and security falling
und.er the competence of the Security Council, or in detennining at what pointhostile activities from the territory of one State against urroihu" assume thecharacter of an armed. attack in the sense of Article 51. Solving such problemsin general lega1 terms r'rould be extremely difficult. An attempt to cl-arify theseissues further was mad-e with the adoption by the General Assembly in 19TIr lf ffr"Definition of Aggression (Assembly resolution 33r)+ (xxrx) ). rt recognized asaets of aggressi.on, inter al-ia, invasion, attack, bombardment and blockade of aState by the a:rned forces of another State as r,rell as the send.ing by or on behalf ofa state of armed-bands, groups, irregulars ornercenaries which caruy out acts of
armed foree against another State.

208. l4oreover, as stated. in General Assembly resolution 2131 (xx), ar_l states
should respeet the right of sel-f-determination and ind,ependence of peoples and.nations to be freely exercised. without any foreign pressure, and. with absolute
respect for hulan rights and fundamental freed.oms" Consequently, all States mustcontribute to the eomplete el-imination of racia] discriminltion and colonialismin a1l- its forms and manifestations. fn this connexion the illegitirnacy of thepoliey of qpartheid. of the Govern:nent of South Afriea and. the telitimacy of thestruggle of the oppressed. peoples to attain their huinan rights and fundarnental
freedoms and self-d.etermination are universal-ly recognizedl states should rend.erassistance to the United. Nations and., in accordance with the Charter, to oppressed.people in their legitimate struggle to bring about the speedy elinination ofcolonialism.

209. A11 States should strictly ad.here to the principles of non-use of force ininternational rel-ations and. of non-intervention it trt" affairs of other States "Such adherence is an integral part of peaeeful rel-ations arnong States and wouldalso improve the cl-imate for progress in disarmament. ft is suggested. that the
United- llations oursue active consid.eration of the questions of strengtheni.ng theseCharter principles. The resul-ts of sueh consid-eration could. l-ead. tor,rard.sestablishing new recognized. rul-es of international- Ia,,r in this field..

6" Regional approaches to maintena4qe of internationar-
peage__aqd_qecurit.y

zlo' There may be substantial prospects for reaching agreements to limit and, red.uce
amtmsnt's and to solve other problems of international security in a regionalframework. This has been d.iscussed in the report of the Secretary-General onregional d.isarmanoent in all its aspects (A/3i>7\f6) .

2LI. The United Nations Charter d.evotes Chapter VIIr to regional matters. fnparticular, Article 52 states:

"1. Nothing in the present Charter preelud.es the existence of regional
arrangements or agencies for dealing with such matters rel-atinE to the
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maintenance of international peace and security as are appropriate for
regional action, provid.ed. that such arrangements or agencies and their
activities are consistent with the Purposes and Principles of the United.
Nations.

2. The Members of the United. Nations entering into such arrangements or
constituting such agencies shall make every effort to achieve pacific
settlement of local d.isputes through such regional- arrangements or by such
regional agencies before referring them to the Security Council.

3. The Security Council- shall encourage the development of pacific
settlement of l-ocal disputes through such regional- arrangements or by such
regional agencies either on the initiative of the States concerned. or by
referenee from the Seeurity Council"tt

The above provisions in no way impair the functions of the Security Council under
Chapter VI in regard. to the pacific settlement of d.isputes.

212. Regional arrangements or agencies dealing Lrith regional security, arms
limitation ancl d.isar"mament and other relevant problems should make a positive
contribution to the seeurity and. development of co-operation arnong the States
within the region. The United. Nations should encourage efforts for disarmament,
ar:ns limitation and. security by regional arrangements or agencies. Such
arrangements and. agencies should incl-ud.e al-l the States of a region and. take due
account of their security needs and problems. Such regional- arrangements or
agencies, lrhen required. and. as appropriate, should be linked. with the United
Nations, particularly in the maintenance of international peace ancl- security in
accord.ance with Article 5l+ of the United. Nations Charter.

2I3" fmportant beginnings in this regard have already been made. Among recent
exa,rrples of these are the Conference on Security and Co-operation in Europe,
leading to the l{elsinki Final Act " Another exarnple is the Organization for the
Prohibition of Nuclear lleapons in Latin America (OPANAI) created. to implement
the Treaty of Tlatelolco and. to verify compliance with its provisions. In the same
region several- countries have subscribed to the Decl-aration of Ayacucho in whieh
they expressed. their intention to linit conventional weapons in the area.
Furthermore, the Charter of the Organization of African Unity (OAU) specifies that
national boundaries at the time of ind.epend.ence will be respected-. A recent
constructive development is the d"ecision at the OAU meeting in July l-98l- to
establish peaee-keeping forces in certain areas to help solve current problems of
international security in the region.

211i. Provisions to settLe d.isputes arnong States by peaceful means are includ.ed.
in several regional treaties and instn:ments. fn some cases permanent institutions
have been ereated" The effectiveness of such arrangements could be enhanced. in
various ways in conformity r,rith the purposes and principles of the United. Nations
Charter. For example, some countries may wish to agree in advance to accept the
decision of a third" party such as an appropriate judicial forum.
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7. fhqeats to international_ security arising out of

the Covenants on Hr::nan Rights

215. fhe international community has ad.optecl covenants on human rights and. a
convention on the prevention of genocid.e. ft is imperative to have universal
ad.herence to these instnments and to ensure their strict observance by all States.

2L6. Any large-scale violation of the provisions of these instruments is 1ike1y
to jeopardize international security and night also d.ininish prospects for
disarmament. Early efforts should be exerted. by the international community to
prevent such d.evelopments from occurring.

2IT. It must be stressed that the non-adherence of a State to these instn:ments
does not relieve it of the duty of respeeting their provisions in so far as they
flow from the Charter of the United. Nations and. other agreecl principles of
international law. Moreover, in cases of d.evelopments which threaten international
peace and security, the Security Council- has the power to investigate sueh
situations accord.ing to Articl-e 3l+ of the Charter. Furthermore, the General
Assembly may diseuss any questions or any matters within the scope of the Charter
and may make recornmendations to the Members of the United. Nations or to the
Security Council- (articfe fO).

D. Interrelglionship between d.isarmament and implementation
of the United. Ilations system for the maintenance of
international_ peace an{ security

218. An analysis of the general interrelationship betr,reen d.isarmament and.
international security has been mad.e in chapter ff of this report, A general
approach was suggested in paragraphs !3 antt \h. Paragraph hJ reeornmend.s
paral1eli.sm and co-ord.ination of measures in the fields of d.isarmament and of
security as the only logical and. practical approach to the problem of their
interrel-ationship" Paragraph l+h stresses that these principles are not meant
to imply any rigidity in the approach. What is specifically explorect bel_ow is
the interrelationship betr,reen d.isarmament and the implementation of the United.
Nations Charter system for the maintenanee of international peace and. security,
with particular enphasis on their correlation in the present situation.

2l-9. ldhen d.iscussing and proposing measures to be taken to ensure the full
implementation of the United. Nations Charter system of international peaee and
security, it shouLd. be kept in nind. that d.isarmanent measures themselves
constitute an important means for promoting these goa1s. Moreover, under the
existing conditions characterized. by the escalating arms race with rapid. and
profound. changes in military technology" the cessation of the arms race and
d.isarmament acquire an ever-increasing significance; a new round of the arms
race, involving weapons of types which wirl be very difficult to control and linit
by mutual agreements, threatens to upset international- stabi.lity and. to inerease
greatly the d.anger of a war l.rith weapons of mass d.estruction"
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220" In these circumstances it is imperative to halt the arms race, particularly
the nuelear arms race, and. to take measures of d.isarmarnent, especially those
directed. toward.s averting the danger of such a war. Such steps, the failure
to take which may jeopardize the very existence of mankintl, must not be postponed,
but should. be pursued with great urgeney.

221. Hovever, other ways of developing and strengthening international security
r,rill- facilitate these urgent disarmament efforts and the elinination of substantial
reduction of the danger of a worl-d war would. create nev and more favourable
conditions for the fulI implementation of a1l- elements of the Unitett Nations
security system, including measures mentioned. above in this chapter.

222" It should. also be stated that measures to strengthen institutions for
maintaining peace and for the settl-ement of international d.isputes by paeifie
means in accord.ance with the Charter of the United Nations, inter a1ia, those
mentioned. in this chapter, r.rould. facifitate further progress in clisarmament
incluciing progress towards general and complete disarmament.

223. A clear indication of the need to make progress in these d.irections comes
from resorution 3i/rr6 J which the General Assembly actopted by consensus at its
thirty-fifth session in 1980. Tkre resolution ca11s upon all States to proceed
in a positive spirit towards measures under the Charter for a sys-uem of
international security and. 1egal ord.er concurrentl-y with efforts at effective
d.isa:mament measures. It further reeommends that the main organs of the United.
Nations responsible for the maintenance of international peace and security give
early consj.d.eration to the requirements for halting the arms race, partieularly
the nuclear arms race, and d,eveloping the mod.alities for the effective
application of the system of international seeurity provid.ed. for in the Charter.
To this end, it also requests the permanent members of the Seeurity CounciL to
facilitate the work of the Council towards carrying out its essential
responsibility und.er the Charter.

221+. i,Iorld. public opinion should bring pressure to bear on United Nations Member
States, ancl particularly on the members of the Security Couneil" to move
expeditiously in the direction of strengthening the system of international 1egal
order and security, as envisaged in the Charter, by complying r^rith ancl inplementing
all- of the Charterrs provisions.

225. Finally' it should. be noted that of all the suggestions mad.e in this report
for speeific d"isarraament measures which might also inprove international seeurity
as well as for specific steps in the security field which would improve prospeets
for disarma.ment, none are by their technical nature exclud.ed. from being earried
out inmed.iately irrespeetive of progress in their own or the other field. The
interrelationship between d.isarmament and international seeurity, and. also the
reason for the inad.equate progress in both fiefd.s are political in natureg
ultinately, they have to d.o with tensions in the world. and. especially those
betr^reen major Powers " Meaningful progress in the field.s of disazmanent and.
international security can only be brought about as a resul-t of a lessening of
these tensions and substantial improvements in the politieal rel-ationships
between States.
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CHAPTER VII

CONCLUSTONS

226. The subject of this study, the interrelationship between d.isarmament and
international security, l-ies at the very root of many of the problems concerning
progress in d.isarmarnent and the maintenance of international peace and security.
In the final analysis, the key problem is to find. ways by which States can protect
their security without engaging in an arms race rrhich merely resul-ts in greater
insecurity for all.

227. the fundamental importance of this interrelationship was clearly recognized.
in the Final Docr:ment of the Tenth Special Session of the General Assembly of the
United. Nations (General Assembly resol-ution 5-10/2). In stating the principle that
disarmament must proceed. on the basis of undiminished. security of all Statesu the
FinaL Document recognized. that the adoption of disarmament measures should take
place in such an equitabl-e and balanced. manner as to ensure the right of eaeh
State to security and that no individ.ual- State or group of States shouJ-d obtain
ad.vantages over others at any stage. In fact, the principle of und.iminished-
security must be fulfil"l-ed for al-l States concerned. in orcler for any measure of
d.isarmament to be achieved.. At the same time, the Final Document, in recognizing
that the present accunul-ation of weapons, much more than a protection, constitutes
a threat to mankind., inrplied that r,rithout d.isarmament, genuine security was
inpossible.

228. There are two approaches to enable States to'.achieve security r,rithout
reliance on a continuous build.-up of armaments. Together they constitute the
fund.amental- elements of the system for the naintenance of international peace ancl
security contained. in the Charter of the United. Nations. One approach is through
agreements anong States for mutual regulation, limitation and red.uction of their
armaments and armed. forces. The other is to provid.e secr:rity through collective
arrangements, such as the systern built on the organs and. bod.ies of the Uniteil
Nations, primarily the Security Council with its responsibility for maintaining
international peaee and. security and. its mand.ate for taking enforcement action if
need. be.

229. These approaches are interrelateti and they should be pursued. in paral.Iel.
As this study has shor,me progress in either fiel-d. wiJ-l greatly facilitate progress
in the otheri conversely, any set-back in one of them would be d.etrimental for the
other. In other word.s, there can be no fully and effectively operating United.
Nations Charter system for maintaining international peace and. securi.ty if the
arms race conti.nues unabated. and the danger of war eontinues to rise; nor can there
be far-reaching d.isarmament without the implementation of para11el measures to
promote international security.

230. To proceed. in para11el d.oes not and cannot imply rigidity in the approach.
There can be measures of d.isarmament that do not necessarily require simuLtaneous
steps of a political or lega1 nature to strengthen international security. However,
there are d.isarmament measures that cannot be attained without parallel potitical
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or 1ega1 measures that strengthen international security. Ihe nore far-reaching
and the more militarily significant the tlisarmament measures are, the more need
there is for co-ord.inated. measures in the fielci of strengthening of internationalsecurity. Sinilarly, there are measures of a politicat or legal nature to
strengthen international security that can be taken without simultaneous steps inthe fj.el-d of disarmament but, also, steps to strengthen international securiiy nay
be hinderetl by lack of progress in d.isarmament.

231. To create an effeetive system of col-lective security meanso in particular"to use the United. Nations system more consistently than has been the case in thepast. The objective is to increase the confidence of States that the Security
Council wil-l involve itself effectively and. at an early stage in situations in
which international peace and security are threatened., inctuaing those involving
massive violations of human rights, such as the practice of aparttreian raciaJ-
d-iserimination and genocid.e; will take the appropriate steps-iJresolve conflicts
as they arisel will see to it that its decisions are implemented.; and will availitself of the means required. to enforce its d.ecisions i? neea ue, in accord.ance
with the relevant provisions of the Charter of the Unitect Nations. The Group noted.in chapter Vr that it was important to increase the read.iness of the Security
Council for prompt and effective action and that that can be achieved., inparticular, bY the conclusion of the agreements mentioned in Article [3 of tfr.
Charter of the United. Nations.

232. To promote international peace ancl security, the basic requirement of
d'isarmament is that it must preserve or enhance the seeurity oi all the Statesconcerned. This implies that there must be reciprocity, in the form of a suitable
balance of mutuaL responsibilities ancl obligations. It also irnplies that there
must be agreements' as appropriate, on means to ensure that the disarmament
measures shal1 be complied with. It is also important that, in the d.isarmamentprocess' particular attention be paid to reduction of those weapons systems which
are particularly d.estabil-izing or which contribute most to over-a1l insecurity.It is urgent to take steps to halt the arms race, particularly the nuclear arms
race, and to take steps to avert nuclear war. Such steps are consid.ered in the
reLevant sections of chapter V. In particular, measures of d,isarnament on which
negotiations have been initiated could and should be completed and implemented.
without waiting for the implementation of any further measures of international
security"

233. To recognize that the fundamental approaches to genuine security includ.e
the strengthening of the United. Nations Charter system of collective security andpromoting disarmament d.oes not mean that efforts should be confined. to these two
d.ornains. In this study great stress has been laicl on the consolid.ation and.
expansion of d6tente' on the strengthening of international co-operation in al1its aspects, on naking d.ecisive progress towarcls the eliraination of
uniler-d-evelopment and oppression in all its forms, on ereating nore equitableinternational relations and on achieving just and peacerul seittements of
outstand'ing conflicts. These tasks of removing or al-leviating the rrnderlying
causes of conflict on the one hand., and of creating a clinate of trust and apattern of mutually beneficial relations on the other hand.o are of great importance

/...
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in their ovn right. They are also means vhich can facil-itate d.isarmament and.
the strengthening of the United Nations Charter system of internatj.onal security.

234. As noted., these are tasks which in many cases J-end- themselves not only to an
international- but also to a regional approach" Regional agencies and- arrangements
can make an important contribution to progress in disarmament and. to the
strengthening of international security and shoul-d. be encouraged in accord.ance
with Chapter VIII of the Charter of the United Nations. They may initiate
d-isarmament negotiations in their region regard.ing both nuclear and. conventional
armaments, propose peaceful settlement of local disputes on a just, equitable and.
lasting basis, and- promote measures of regional confid.ence-build.ing and. d6tente"

235. The United. Nations Charter system is so d.esigned. that it cannot function
effectively without eonsid.erable truste co-operation and unity of purpose in the
maintenance of international peace and security among States in general and.,
above all, among the permanent members of the Security Council. The latter States,
together vith other militarily significant States, also have primary responsibility
in the d.isarmament process" To promote the process of d,isarmament and to ensure
the effective functions of the Security Couneil, it is particufarly important to
establ-ish a more permanent co-operative relationship between the Soviet Union and
the United States. The pronotion of d6tente ancl co-operation in general and.
d.etermined efforts to settle d.ifferences and. disputes among these States, therefore,
assume particular importance. The very difficul-ty of achieving this again
und.erlines the importance of approaching the problem of safeguarding international-
peace ancl security in all of these d.ifferent ways in paraIlel. ft a]-so indicates
that whil-e the preservation of peace anil security in the wor]-d. and progress in
d.isarmament are d.eeply affected by the development of rel-ations among the main
Powers, there is an important role for all countries in seeking to promote these
aims.

236. Even in a climate of co-operation and. d.6tente, some basic political and.
other differences among States will- remain. It is important to contain these by
d"eveJ-oping and. utilizing more effectively procedures for the peaceful settlement
of d.isputes in accorilance with the Charter of the United, Nations, and- by the
establishment and. faithful- respect for principles of international cond.uct in
rel-ations among States. In the long run, only consistent adherence by all States
to such principles would provid.e a soJ-i.d. basis for lasting d.6tente, far-reaching
d.isarmament and. sustained, international security. Over the years, the United-
Nations General Assembly has been elaborating such principles in relevant
resolutions and. d.ecl-arations. Such resolutions and. d.eclarations are val-uabl-e
expressions of the political- wiII of States to act accordingly in international
relations. However, their full potential- as means for developing an international
J.egal ord.er is not realized. unless they are developed, as appropriate, into
recognizecl norms of international }aw" Such norms should, wherever possible,
incl-ude proced"ures for the settlement of disputes that may arise out of the
implementation of the terms of such agreenents and. treaties.

237. On all- of these issues, which, taken together, cover the main aspects of
{-ha nrn?'] am n€ +he interrelationship between d-isarmament and. international- security,
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this study has tried. to find" the cornmon ground- between perspectives and-
conceptions that often differed. considerably. A number of specific conclusions
anil recommend.ations have been d.rar,m in the preced,ing chapters. Among them the
most urgent is to halt the arms race and, in particular, to prevent a new round"
of the arms race which woul-d. have profoundly d.etrimental consequences for peace
and. security in the world".

238" The interrelationship d.ealt with in this report constitutes the very core
of the problems of d-isarmament and of peace and. security. The existence and. the
decisive importance of such an interrelationship has often been noted but, vithihc owncnJ-inn nr the report submitted. by the Secretary-Genera] to the General
Assembly at its tenth special session (A/S-rc/f), it has not been the object of
any systematic analysis" In particular, in the preparation of this report a number
of questions came up related to d.isarmament and. d.isarmament negotiations, the
strengthening of international security and. the proper understand.ing of individual
articl-es of the Charter of the United. Nations. Sorne of these points may d.eserve
further consid.eration in a suitabl_e framevork. LT /

4/ For reservations by Ambassad"or
study, as not ad.equately reflecting the
and statement in this connexion, see the
First Cornmittee on 19 November 198f"

Zenon Rossid.es on the concl-usions of the
contents of the study, and for his comnents
verbatim recorcL of the meetine of the
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ANNEX

Leclaration on principles guiding rel_ations between
participating States a/

The participating States,

Reaffirnning their conmitment to peace, security and. justice and the continuing
clevelopment of friendly relations and co-operation,

Recognizing that this commitneni, which refleets the interest and aspirations
of peoples, constitutes for each participating State a present and future
responsibility heightened. by experience of the past,

Reaffirming, in conformity with their membership in the United Nations antl in
accordance with the purposes and principles of the United. Nations, thejr fu11
and active support for the United. Nations and for the enhancement of its role
and effeetiveness in strengthening international peace, security and justice,
and. in promoting the solution of international problems, as well as the clevelopment
of friendly relations and. co-operation arnong States,

Ercpressing their conmon adherence to the principles which are set forth below
and are in conformity with the Charter of the United. Nations o as well as their
conmon will to act o in the application of these principles, in conformity with
the purposes and prineiples of the Charter of the United. Nations,

Declare their determination to respect and put into practice, each of them
in its relations with al-1 other participating States, irrespective of their
political, economic or social systems as well as of their size, geographical-
location or l-evel- of eeonomic d.evel-opment, the following principLes, which all
are of primary significance, guid,ing their mutual relations:

f. Sovereign equality" respeet for the rights
inherent in sovereignty

The participating States will respect each other's sovereign equality and.
ind.ivid.uality as wel-l as a1l- the rights inherent in and encompassed by its
sovereignty, includ.ing in particular the right of every State to Juridical
equality, to territorial integrity and to freed.om and. political ind.epend.ence. Ttrey
ir"ilI also respeet each otherrs right freely to choose and devel-op its political,
social , economic and cultural systems as well as its right to d.etermine its laws
and regulations.

a/ Fina1 Act of the Conference on Security and Co-operation in Europe ad.opted
at neGi. gT5).
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Within the fra,mework of international law, all the partj.cipating States have

ec1ua1 rights and duties. fhey wilJ- respect each otherrs right to d-efine and

conduct as it wishes its relations with other States in accordance with
international- law and in the spirit of the present Declaration. They consider
that their frontiers can be changed, in accorclance with international 1aw, by
peaceful means ancl by agreement. They al-so have the right to belong or not to
t,etong to international- organizations, to be or not to be a party to bilateral
or multilateral treaties includ.ing the right to be or not to be a party
to treaties of afliance; they also have the right to neutral-ity.

II. Refraining from the threat or use of foree

The participating States will refrain in their mutual relations, as well as

in their international relations in general, from the threat or use of force against
the territorial- integrity or political ind.ependence of any State, or in any other
manner inconsistent with the purposes of the United. Nations and with the present
Declaration. No consideration may be invoked to serve to warrant resort to the
threat or use of force in contravention of this principle'

Accordingly, the participating States will refrain from any acts constituting
"a threat of firce or direct or indirect use of force against another participating
State. Likewise they will refrain from any manifestation of force for the
purpose of inctucing another participating State to renounce the fulI exercise of
-it"-"orr""eign righis. Likewise they will also refrain in their mutual relations
from any act of rePrisal bY force.

No such threat or use of force wi]-]. be employed as a means of settling
disputese or questions likely to give rise to d.isputes' between them'

IfI. InviolabilitY of frontiers

The participating States regard as inviol-able all one anotherrs frontiers
as well as the frontiers of alL states in Europe and therefore they witl refrain
now antl in the future from assaulting these frontiers'

Accorclingly, they
and usurpation of Part

will also refrain from any demand for, or act of, seizure
or a1l- of the territory of any participating State'

IV. Te

The participating states will respect the territorial- integrity of eaeh

of the participating States"

Accord.ingly, they will refrain from any action inconsistent v"ith the purposes

and principles of the Charter of the United Nations against the temitorial-
integrity" political independence or the unity of any participating state' aud in
particular from any sueh action constituting a threat or use of force'
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The participating States will likewise refrain from naking each othertsterritory the object of military occupation or other direct or ind.irect measuresof force in contravention of international 1aw, or the object of acquisition by
means of such measures or the threat of them. No such occupation or acquisitionwill be recognized as legal.

V. Peaeeful settlement of d.isputes

The participating States will settle d.isputes aftong them by peaceful meansin such a manner as not to end.anger international peaee and security, and. justice.

They will end.eavour in good faith and. a spirit of co-operation to reaeh arapid and equitabre sol-ution on the basis of international- l-aw.

For this purpose they will use such means as negotiation, enquiry, med.iation"concil-iation" arbitrati.on, judicial settlement or other peaceful means of their
own choice, includ.ing any settlement proced.ure agreed to in ad.vance of disputesto which they are parties.

In the event of fail-ure to reach a solution by any of the above peaceful
means, the parties to a d.ispute will- continue to seek a mutually agreecl way tosettle the d.ispute peaeefully.

Participating States, parties to a d.ispute arnong them, as well as otherparticipating States, will refrain from any action which night aggravate thesituation to such a d.egree as to endanger the maintenance of international peace
and security and thereby make a peaceful settl-ement of the d.ispute nore d.ifficult.

VI. Non-intervention in internal affairs

The participating States wilJ. refrain from any interventionu d.irect or
ind.irect " ind.ivid"ual or collective, in the internal- or external affairs fal.ling
within the domestic Jurisd.iction of another participating State, regardless of
their mutual relations.

They will aceordingly refrain from any form of armed. intervention or threat
of such intervention against another participating State.

They will likewise in all circumstances refrain from any other act of
military, or of political, economic or other coercion d.esigned to subordinate to
their own interest the exercise by another participating State of the rights
inherent in its sovereignty and thus to secure advantages of any kinct.

Accord.ing1y, they wi11, inter a1ia, refrain from clirect or ind.irect assistanee
to terrorist activities, or to subversive or other aetivities direetecl towarcls
the violent overthrow of the r6gime of another participating state.
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VII. Respect for human rights and fund.a,mental freedoms o including
the freed.om of thought, conscienceo religion or belief

Ttlre na.rt'ieipating States will- respect human rights and. fundamental freetloms'
including the freed.om of thought, conscience, religion or belief, for all, without
distinction as to racee sex, language or religion.

They will promote and encourage the effective exercise of civiln political,
economic, socialo culturaf and other rights antl freed.oms, all of which derive from
the inherent d.ignity of the human person and are essential for his free and full
d.evelopment.

Within this framework the participating States will recognize and respect the
freed-om of the ind.ividual to profess and practise, alone or in conmunity with
others, religictn or bel-ief acting in aecordance with the dictates of his own

conscience.

The participating States on whose territory national minorities exist will
respect the right of persons belonging to such minorities to equality before the
1aw, will afford. them the ful-I opportunity for the actual enjoyment of hunan rights
and flndamental freed.oms and. wil-l, in this manner, proteet their legitinate
interests in this sphere.

rlhc nartiotpating States recognize the universal significance of hunan rights
rrfv Fet u4vr

and fundamental freedoms, respect for vhich is an essentiaf factor for the peace'
justice and well-being necessary to ensure the development of frienclly relations
and co-operation among themselves as a.mong all States.

They wil1 eonstantly respect these rights and. freed.oms in their mutual
refations and" wil-l endeavour iointly and. separately, including in co-operation vith
the United- Nations, to promote universaf and effective respect for them.

T,trev eonfirm the right of the ind.ividual to know and aet upon his rights
*4 vJ

and. duties in thi.s fiel-d.

In the field. of human rights and fund.amentaf freed.oms, the participating
States will act in conformity with the purposes and principles of the Charter of
the United. Nations and with the Universal Declaration of Hurnan Rights. They will
also ful-fil their obl-igations as set forth in the international declarations
and agreements in this field., includ"ing inter alia the lnternationaf Covenants

on Human Rights, by whieh they may be bound.

VTII. Equal rights and self-deternination of peoples

The na.rticipating States vi1l respect the equal rights of peoples and their
right to self-d.eiermination, acting at all- times in conformity with the purposes

and principles of the Charter of the United. Nations and" with the relevant norms of
international lanr, includ-ing those relating to territorial integrity of States.
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By virtue of the principle of equal rights and self-d.etermination of peoples,
all peoples always have the right, in fu11 freeclom, to determine, when and as they
wish, their internal and. external political status, without external- interference,
and- to pursue as they wish their politieal, economic, social and cultural
d.evelopment.

Tho nar*i^ipating States reaffirm the universal significance of respect for,+gv rs4 vrv_

ancl effective exercise of, equal rights and self-d.etermination of peoptes for the
development of friendly relations among themselves as among all States; they alsoreeall the importance of the elinination of any fornro of violation of this principle.

IX. Co-operation anong States

The nnnJ-i^ipating States vill develop their co-operation with one another+--v 
fw- v+vJ

and. with all States in all fields in accord.ance with the purposes and. principles
of the Charter of the United Nations. fn d.eveloping their co-operation theparticipating States wil-I place special emphasis on the field.s as set forth
within ihe framework of the Conference on Security and Co-operation in Europe,
with each of them rnaking its contribution in cond.itions of iull eq,.,"lity.

They will eniLeavour, in d.eveloping their co-operation as equals, to promote
mutual und.erstancling and eonfidenee, friendly and good-neighbourly relations among
themselvesu international peaee, security and justice. They will equally
end-eavour, in developing their co-operation, to improve the well-being of peoples
and. eontribute to the ful-fil-ment of their aspirations through, inter alia,
the benefits resulting from increased mutual knowleclge and fron progresslnd
aehievement in the economic, seientific, technological, social, cultural and
hrunanitarian fiel-ds. They will take steps to promote conditions favourable to
making these benefits avail-able to all; they will take into aecount the interest
of all- in the narrowing of differenees in the levels of economic d.evelopment e and
in particular the interest of d.eveloping countries throughout the worfd.

'Tlrarr nnrrr-m that Governments, institutions, organizations and persons have
a relevant and positive role to play in eontributing toward,s the achievement of
these aims of their co-operation.

They will strive, in increasing their co-operation as set forth above, to
d.evelop closer relations among themselves on an improved. and more enduring basis
for the benefit of peoples.

X. Fuffifment in good faith of obligations under international law

Tha nqrJ-i'ipating States will fuffil in good. faith their obligations under
international lar,r, both those obligations arising from the generally recognizecl
principles and rules of international Iaw and those obligations arising from
treaties or other agreements, in conforrnity with international 1aw, to vhich they
are parties.
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In exercising their sovereign rights, including the right to d.etermine their
laws and regulations, they wiJ-J- conform with their 1ega1 obligations under
international }aw; they vil1 furthermore pay due regard. to and implement the
provisions in the Final Act of the Conference on Security and. Co-operation in
Europe

The' nsrf.inipating States confirm that in the event of a conflict between therale ysr vrvr

obligations of the Members of the United Nations und.er the Charter of the
United. Nations and their obligations under any treaty or other international
agreement, their obligations under the Charter r,rill prevail, in accordance with
Article 103 of the Charter of the United Nations.


